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Introduction
Reducing carbon emissions in buildings is one of the most effective ways to address
climate change, and San Mateo County is leading the way. Almost all of the towns and
cities in the county, 17 out of 20, have limited natural gas (which is primarily methane)
in new construction. The county itself has gotten on board, too. Along with Santa Clara
County, the San Francisco Peninsula has the highest concentration of jurisdictions that
have adopted ordinances limiting gas in the U.S. These efforts have been supported
and encouraged by the Campaign for Fossil Free Buildings in Silicon Valley (FFBSV), a
coalition of 39 organizations that has inspired many other cities and counties across
the U.S. to join in advocating for building electrification. More than 60 jurisdictions in
California have limited gas in new construction to date.
Buildings in California emit 25% of the
state’s total carbon emissions, mostly from
the use of natural gas in space and water
heating. There is mounting evidence that
gas is too dangerous and polluting for
common use in buildings. Given that
Peninsula Clean Energy already provides
100% carbon-free electricity to all San
Mateo County customers, electrification of
buildings will enable San Mateo County
residents and businesses to accelerate the
transition to a clean, carbon-free future.

San Mateo County Jurisdictions That
Have Limited Natural Gas in New
Construction
Atherton
Belmont
Brisbane
Burlingame
Daly City
East Palo Alto
Half Moon Bay
Hillsborough
Menlo Park

Millbrae
Pacifica
Portola Valley
Redwood City
San Bruno
San Carlos
San Mateo (City)
South San Francisco
San Mateo County

Additional benefits of building electrification include eliminating toxic indoor pollution
caused by gas appliances and improving safety by capping aging underground gas
lines, which can rupture and cause fires. New all-electric homes are less expensive to
build than homes with both electricity and gas, and will also avoid the future cost of
being retrofitted to all-electric as California strives to complete its path to carbon
neutrality by 2045. Electrification is becoming increasingly economical as technological
advancements rapidly reduce the costs and domestic renewable energy prices remain
more stable than the unpredictable costs of fossil fuels. In a 2020 report evaluating
scenarios that could achieve an economy-wide reduction in greenhouse gas emissions,
the California Energy Commission (CEC) concluded that building electrification is the
lowest cost path to building decarbonization, lowering energy bills for customers over
the long term as well as the total societal cost of meeting California's long-term climate
goals.
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Fortunately, efforts to move away from natural gas use in buildings are gaining
momentum in San Mateo County and across California:
The County of San Mateo set goals of 45% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions over 1990 levels by 2030 and carbon neutrality within unincorporated
areas of the county by 2040.
California set goals to reduce GHG emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030, and
procure 60% of all electricity from renewable sources by 2030 and 100% from
carbon-free sources by 2045.
California set a goal of reaching carbon neutrality by 2045 or sooner.
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) voted in September 2022 to end
gas subsidies for connecting new homes and businesses to the gas system starting
in 2023. Residents and businesses that continue to use gas will find themselves
paying more and more as the pool of gas users shrinks.
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) voted unanimously in September 2022 to
approve its State Implementation Plan (SIP), including a ban on the sale of natural
gas-powered heating and hot water appliances starting in 2030.
California will also ban the sale of new gas-powered cars by 2035.
In 2021, California committed $125 million to building decarbonization, including $75
million for the BUILD program, $25 million for the Low-Income Weatherization
Program, and $200 million for community resilience centers.
The 2022 state budget invests $1.4 billion in multi-year funding for equitable
building decarbonization. Nearly $1 billion will go toward expanding access to
cooling for households through the installation of heat pumps (which heat and cool
buildings) and building upgrades.
At the federal level, the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) of 2022 will invest nearly $370
billion in climate and clean energy nationwide through tax rebates and direct
incentives that could put the U.S. on a path to a roughly 40% emissions reduction by
2030.
As of October 2022, California is poised to become the 4th largest economy in the
world. Huge investments of state funding in decarbonization, along with the IRA, are
sending a strong signal to manufacturers and contractors across the country that the
need for electric equipment will likely soar during this decade. Electrification will
represent an unprecedented global transition in the way that humans produce and use
energy, spurring significant job creation.
Eliminating gas usage in buildings is an essential strategy to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, protect human health, and mitigate the worsening impacts of climate
change. This report focuses on the opportunities and challenges of leading the nation
in a move from dangerous pipeline gas to clean electric energy for buildings. The report
outlines efforts in San Mateo County and across California to electrify buildings, the
benefits and complexities of electrification efforts, best practices from other parts of the
country and the world, and ways that residents and policymakers in San Mateo County
can move the needle on this important issue.
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“We are going to need millions of highpaid tradespeople. [Electrification] will
be a global transition on a scale
unprecedented in our lifetimes,
comparable to the transition from horses
and buggies to cars, travel by airplanes,
and the introduction of computers.”
- Gabriel Taylor, Senior Engineer,
California Energy Commission
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What Is Building Electrification?
Building electrification is the shift away
Beneficial electrification is a term
from burning fossil fuels—like natural gas—
for replacing direct fossil fuel use
to using clean electricity for space heating
and cooling, water heating, and other uses
with electricity in a way that
in residential, commercial, and industrial
reduces overall emissions and
buildings. As defined by the Environmental
energy costs, improves quality of
and Energy Study Institute (EESI), strategic
life, and/or strengthens the grid.
or beneficial electrification refers to
replacing direct fossil fuel use (e.g.,
This can include switching to an
methane, propane, heating oil, gasoline)
electric vehicle or an electric
with clean electricity in a way that reduces
heating system – as long as the
overall emissions and energy costs,
end-user and the environment
improves quality of life, and/or strengthens
the grid. This can include switching to an
both benefit.
electric vehicle or an electric heating
system—as long as the end-user and the environment both benefit. A key component
of beneficial electrification is electricity generation from carbon-free, renewable
sources.
In residential buildings, ubiquitous gas appliances can be replaced with electric
alternatives:
Heat pump space heating and cooling
Heat pump water heater
Heat pump clothes dryer
Induction stove and cooktop

An all-electric cafeteria in Microsoft's One Esterra Food Hall that
opened in March 2022. Photo courtesy of Microsoft.
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In commercial and industrial
buildings, key equipment and
processes that can be electrified
include:
Space heating and cooling
Water heating
Food preparation and service
equipment
Wastewater treatment
Heat generation for industrial
processes (boiler or furnace
replacement)
Pipeline compression
Heat recovery in industrial
chillers
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What does an all-electric home look like?

Graphic: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
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The Benefits of Electrification
Health
Gas appliances emit a wide range of air pollutants that have been linked
to health effects such as asthma and cardiovascular disease.

Safety
Gas appliances and infrastructure can cause home and building fires. In
2010, the San Bruno pipeline explosion killed eight people, injured 60,
and destroyed 38 homes.

Cost Savings
New all-electric homes cost less to build than homes with both
electricity and gas service. Electrifying existing homes can be cost
effective when combined with solar, battery storage, and available
financing.

Resilience
All-electric homes with solar power and battery storage can be
protected from service interruptions. Renewable energy prices are also
more stable than gas and other fossil fuel prices.

Job Creation
The UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation estimates that building
electrification in California alone will support more than 100,000 jobs—
eight times as many jobs as would be lost in the gas sector as it is
phased out.

Environment and Climate
Electrifying all residential space and water heating in San Mateo County
would reduce greenhouse gas emissions at levels equal to removing
114,000 gasoline-powered cars off the road per year.
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Electric Buildings Are Healthier and Safer
Gas appliances emit a wide range of
pollutants, including methane, carbon
monoxide and nitrogen dioxide, that have
been linked to various acute and chronic
health effects such as respiratory illness,
cardiovascular disease, and premature
death. A 2020 UCLA study found that
children who grow up in a home with a
gas stove are 42% more likely to develop
asthma than those who don’t. Even for
adults, prolonged exposure to the
combustion pollutants of gas stoves
increased wheezing, coughing, bronchitis
Image: Fresh Energy
and vulnerability to infections, including
COVID-19. A Stanford study published in
January 2022 found that methane leaks from gas-burning stoves even when the
stoves are turned off.
Replacing furnaces with heat pump heating and cooling systems benefits people in
buildings currently without air conditioners, which can save lives during heat
waves.

Burned home debris from the 2010 San Bruno gas
pipeline explosion. Image: Thomas Hawk/Flickr

Natural gas infrastructure also
poses major safety hazards. Many of
the gas lines running under our
streets and into our homes in San
Mateo County are 50 to 100 years
old and vulnerable to rupture. Gas
used in homes can cause
residential fires, particularly those
associated with cooking. The
National Fire Protection Association
estimates that an average of 4,200
home-structure fires per year in the
U.S. are started due to the ignition
of gas.

One well-remembered example is the San Bruno pipeline explosion in 2010 that shot a
fireball more than 1,000 feet into the air, killing eight people, injuring 60 people, and
destroying 38 homes.
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As shown on the following maps, San Mateo County’s gas infrastructure is vulnerable
not only due to aging pipelines, but also because of the region’s vulnerability to
wildfires and earthquakes. Over the 70,000 square miles of the Pacific Gas & Electric
(PG&E) service area, there are 42,000 miles of gas distribution pipelines and 6,700
miles of gas transmission pipelines. Major pipelines run through areas in the county
designated as fire hazard zones. They are buried under homes along Highway 280 and
near essential services near San Francisco Bay such as San Francisco International
Airport, sewage treatment plants and major businesses that are also susceptible to sea
level rise.

Map 1:
San Mateo
County Major
Gas Pipelines
within Fire
Hazard Zones
Map 1 shows Fire
Hazard Severity Zones
(FHSZ) designated by
the California
Department of
Forestry and Fire
Protection (CAL FIRE)
as areas where
wildfires are likely to
occur, based on
factors that include
fuel, slope, and fire
weather, along with
various degrees of fire
hazard (moderate,
high, and very high).
PG&E gas pipelines
shown in this map
were created with
ESRI software, using
PG&E’s pipeline map as a reference. The distributions of the gas pipelines are
approximations and are not to be interpreted as exact locations.
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Map 2: PG&E Major Gas Pipelines and Fault Zones in San Mateo County

Map 2 shows fault lines identified by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). PG&E
gas pipelines shown in this map were created using ESRI software, using PG&E’s
pipeline map as a reference. The distributions of the gas pipelines are approximations
and are not to be interpreted as exact locations.
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Electric Buildings Can Be Less Expensive
to Build and Operate
There’s strong evidence that all-electric homes are less expensive to build than their
mixed-fuel counterparts. A 2019 study from energy consulting firm E3 concluded that
all-electric new home construction was estimated to cost $3,000 to $10,000 less than a
mixed-fuel home, due to the lower capital costs of equipment, avoiding the cost of gas
infrastructure and interconnection, and avoiding electrical panel upgrades that can be
required to retrofit existing homes to all-electric.

In its 2018 report The Economics of Electrifying
RMI is an independent, nonBuildings, RMI found that for new home
partisan, nonprofit
construction, electrification of space and water
organization of experts
heating and air conditioning reduces the
homeowner’s costs over the lifetime of the
across disciplines working to
appliances when compared with performing the
accelerate the clean energy
same functions with fossil fuels. Costs are also
transition and improve lives.
reduced for customers in some retrofit scenarios,
such as gas customers who would otherwise need
to replace both a furnace and an air conditioner simultaneously, and for customers
who bundle rooftop solar with electrification. RMI also found that new homes and
homes currently lacking natural gas service avoid the cost of gas mains, services, and
meters not needed in all-electric neighborhoods.
When analyzing electrification scenarios of existing homes in Oakland, RMI found that
heat pumps are more expensive than simply replacing a gas furnace and water heater.
However, in a scenario that applies a hypothetical 3:1 time-of-use (TOU) rate (where
peak pricing is three times more expensive than off-peak pricing) and optimizes for
demand flexibility, the cost effectiveness of a heat pump system increases. And if a
household is replacing both an air conditioner and natural gas space and water
heating systems, electrification becomes the most cost-effective option.
Even though electrifying existing homes can be more expensive than continuing with
gas usage, many rebates and incentives (some of which can be stacked or combined)
from Peninsula Clean Energy, BayREN, the state, and the federal Inflation Reduction
Act are or will soon be available to subsidize the transition to electrification.
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Electric Buildings Can Be Resilient
Disasters like earthquakes and firestorms pose threats to gas pipeline safety and
reliability. When gas pipelines are shut off, it can take weeks for them to be returned to
service. Political threats to fossil fuel facilities are becoming more common worldwide,
and changing policies of fossil fuel suppliers mean American consumers are
susceptible to hikes in gas and oil prices on short notice.
Gabriel Taylor of the CEC noted that “increased reliance on domestic renewable
energy resources will protect us and our economy from global volatility in energy
prices. Renewable energy supplies, once installed, have fixed operations and
maintenance costs over decades.”
All-electric homes can be protected from service interruptions due to power outages
through the combination of solar power and battery storage. Just a 10 kWh wall
battery (a wall-mounted home battery designed to store energy from solar or the grid)
can keep essential home devices and appliances (phones, computers, WiFi,
refrigerator, cooking and some lights) running for more than 24 hours. Other storage
options include smaller consumer batteries that could power individual appliances for
several hours at a time, or even the use of power stored in electric car batteries.
Research is underway to enable energy to be pushed back to the power grid from the
battery of an electric car, a technology known as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), which could
enable millions of households to make use of the energy storage currently sitting in
their driveway.

Peninsula Clean Energy is the Peninsula's
Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) energy
agency created in 2016. With a wide range of
programs and rebates that support its customers
and encourage market transformation,
Peninsula Clean Energy is leading the electrification of San Mateo County. Programs
include rebates, incentives, and loans for residential customers purchasing efficient
electric appliances. The Home Upgrade Program provides electric appliances at no cost,
energy efficiency upgrades, and home repairs to income-qualifying households.
Under the Power on Peninsula program, Peninsula Clean Energy will provide solar and
battery storage to approximately 6,000 homes and hundreds of businesses through San
Mateo and Santa Clara to help increase resiliency. Programs for commercial customers
include design technical assistance provided through a partnership with the construction
consulting firm TRC and All Electric Design. The program provides extensive technical
assistance to architects, builders, developers, design engineers and energy consultants for
all-electric technologies and electric vehicle infrastructure.
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Heat pump water heaters can maximize use of the grid by heating water when solar is
plentiful and storing hot water for use later to avoid worsening the strain on the grid at
times of high demand. Heat pumps, which produce highly efficient heating and
cooling, can also reduce grid stress. Nearly 90% of U.S. homes have air conditioning,
but almost 30% of California households don’t. About 40% of California homes have air
conditioners that are more than 14 years old and nearing the end of their life. The
Building Decarbonization Coalition estimates that California could save the equivalent
of the power generated at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, or the energy needed to
provide power to 3 million Californians, by persuading people to replace aging air
conditioners with efficient electric heat pumps.
Energy resilience can also benefit nonresidential buildings such as health care
facilities. With the inclusion of microgrids, emergency battery storage, and onsite
power generation, building electrification can provide reliable and resilient power
supply to facilities that provide medical and nursing care. The Bay Area saw evidence
of the need for this during the September 2022 heat wave, when parts of the Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center (SCVMC) were without power during an outage when their
backup generators also failed.

What Is Diablo Canyon?
PG&E's Diablo Canyon Power
Plant in Aliva Beach, which has
operated since 1985, is
California's last operating
nuclear plant. The plant was
scheduled to be fully shut down
by 2025, but California
lawmakers voted in September
2022 to delay the closure by five
years among concerns that
increased stress on the grid due
to climate change could trigger
future rolling blackouts. Diablo
Canyon currently provides about
10% of the state's electricity.

sustainablesanmateo.org
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Building Electrification Creates Jobs
Electrification has the potential to create thousands of jobs in San Mateo County. A
report released by UCLA’s Luskin Center for Innovation estimated that building
electrification in California alone will boost employment in the construction, energy,
and manufacturing industries, supporting more than 100,000 jobs—eight times as
many jobs as would be lost in the gas sector as it is phased out. Rewiring America
estimates that if San Mateo County successfully ramps up to 100% electric adoption by
the end of the Inflation Reduction Act in 2032, $2 billion in residential electrification
benefits will have been invested across the county, generating 2,395 direct and 10,216
total new jobs.

FFBSV is a collective of 39 organizations that
share the goal of accelerating a phase-out of
fossil fuels including natural gas from all
buildings in Silicon Valley. Sustainable San Mateo
The Campaign
County (SSMC) was one of the first organizations
for Fossil Free
to join this coalition. The campaign partners with
Peninsula Clean Energy, Silicon Valley Clean
Buildings in
Energy, electrification consultants, City Councils,
Silicon Valley
Planning Commissions, staff and key
(FFBSV)
stakeholders to ensure that electrification
recommendations to cities are as strong as
possible. FFBSV favors mandatory requirements and generous incentives for all-electric,
fossil free construction.
Additionally, FFBSV collaborates with San Mateo County and BayREN to create and
support regional agency-led training and workshops to provide information about
electrification. Its Electric Home Ambassador Program connects people interested in
electrification with volunteers who have already electrified their homes. In 2021, FFBSV
added 34 home ambassadors to its program, loaned 70 induction cooktops to
homeowners, distributed Electrification 101 presentations to cities throughout Silicon
Valley, helped Peninsula Clean Energy’s board adopt a climate neutral goal by 2035 and
assisted local organizations and political parties in drafting resolutions in support of
equitably electrifying all buildings and vehicles in California. In 2022, it helped organize a
Green Home Tour of 19 homes in San Mateo County and Santa Clara County to
familiarize people with all-electric options and other energy-saving measures.
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Building Electrification Is Good for the
Environment
Burning natural gas emits carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses that
contribute to climate change. While natural gas usage in buildings accounts for 25% of
directly inventoried GHG emissions in San Mateo County, actual emissions are
estimated to be significantly higher when accounting for fugitive emissions from
methane leakage in the natural gas supply chain. A Stanford study published in
January 2022 estimated that annual methane emissions from gas-powered stoves
inside U.S. homes have a climate impact comparable to the annual carbon dioxide
emissions of 500,000 gasoline-powered cars.
In homes, water and space heating accounts for over 90% of natural gas use, so using
highly-efficient heat pumps for those two uses would drastically decrease greenhouse
gas emissions across San Mateo County. Electrifying all residential space and water
heating in San Mateo County alone would reduce annual greenhouse gas emissions at
levels equal to removing 157,000 gasoline-powered cars from the road per year.
Electric heat pumps are also much more energy efficient
than their gas-powered counterparts. Air source heat
pumps used for space heating are on average 300%
efficient, meaning they deliver three times more heat
energy than the electrical energy they consume. Gas
heaters, by contrast, are 78-98% efficient. Gas cooktops
have an efficiency of about 40%, while electric induction
cooktops have an energy efficiency of 85%.

Efficiency is defined as
the amount of energy
making it to the intended
purpose, divided by the
amount of energy input to
the device.

That's the
same as the
emissions from

178,000 gas furnaces

that emit

In San
Mateo
County
there are

1.1 Mt CO2e per unit

=

+

243,000 gas water
heaters

1.4 Mt CO2e per unit

4.6 Mt CO2e per car

536,000
Mt CO2e
every year

114,000
gasoline-powered
cars

Source: Appliance numbers from the U.S. American Community Survey (ACS) and California Residential Appliance
Saturation Survey (RASS), provided by Peninsula Clean Energy. Unit energy consumption data from RASS converted
to CO2e using the EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalency Calculator.
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Electric alternatives in the commercial sector also provide efficiency benefits.
According to research by Redwood Energy, heat pumps for outdoor swimming pools
(at hotels, for example) drastically reduce energy bills, electric deep fryers and
induction ranges are more efficient and heat faster than their gas-powered
alternatives, and the use of heat pumps for space heating can lower commercial
buildings’ greenhouse gas emissions by 44%.
A wide variety of commercial sector buildings, from restaurants and office spaces to
greenhouses, have the potential to achieve emissions benefits from electrification.
State-level greenhouse gas emissions inventory data show that some of the largest
contributors to commercial building emissions are in the food service, health care, and
education sectors (see End Uses of Natural Gas in San Mateo County for more
information).

The environmental and health impacts of natural gas extraction
While natural gas extraction does not take
place in San Mateo County, the
environmental and human health impacts
of gas extraction are well documented. Gas
extracted from wells that are hydraulically
fractured (a process known as “fracking”),
represents 67% of the natural gas produced
in the United States. Fracking is a technique
for recovering oil and gas from rock that
involves drilling into the earth and directing
a high-pressure mixture of water, sand, and
chemicals in order to release the gas inside
the rock. Fracking requires the use of
millions of liters of water that are
contaminated during the extraction
process. Contaminants can leak into
groundwater, drinking water, and soil,
adversely impacting water and food supply.

Graphic: Let's Talk Science

Extraction facility workers and people who live near extraction facilities can experience
adverse cognitive, respiratory, and cardiovascular effects. Furthermore, California
frontline communities impacted by gas and oil extraction are predominantly low-income
communities of color, highlighting the associated social equity costs. Fracking has been
documented in 10 California counties as well as hundreds of times in offshore locations,
and Governor Gavin Newsom has announced his intention to ban it by 2024.
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How do heat pumps work?
Heat pumps are commonly used in building electrification, both to provide space heating
and cooling from a single system and usually a separate heat pump water heater to
provide hot water.
A heat pump works
by moving heat
from one place to
another rather than
generating the heat
internally. In the
same way that a
refrigerator pushes
heat out to maintain
its cool
temperature, heat
pumps control the
flow of heat in order
to transfer heat out
of a space, or to
push heat into a
space.
A heat pump
contains two units,
which are linked
together by a
refrigerant line.
When heating or
cooling a home, one
of these units is
inside and one is
outside.
To heat the home, the heat pump transfers heat from the outdoor unit (which collects
heat from the outside air) to the indoor unit, which then uses the heat to warm the inside
of the house. To cool the home, the heat pump pushes heat from the indoor unit to the
outdoor unit, cooling the indoor space in the process. A heat pump water heater works the
same way, moving heat extracted from the outside air or garage air, to the water tank.
Heat pumps for space heating and cooling can work as ducted systems or ductless minisplit systems. Mini-splits allow the user to control the temperature in individual rooms or
spaces and can be installed in new construction or remodels to homes with non-ducted
heating systems. Before installing a heat pump for space heating and cooling, it is
important to make sure that a home is well insulated, so that as much heat as possible
remains in place and does not continue to flow in and out of the house.
sustainablesanmateo.org
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Building Energy Use in
San Mateo County
Existing Buildings
At least 50% of single-family homes and nearly 60% of California’s apartment
complexes (about 14 million total residences) were built before the state’s first energy
standards. Updating older buildings is critical to achieving the state’s climate and
clean energy goals.
When averaged across the county, more than 90% of San Mateo County’s total
building square footage is found in the residential sector (roughly 60% single-family
housing and 30% multi-family housing). While commercial buildings make up only 3%
of building square footage across San Mateo County, the commercial sector accounts
for a third of the natural gas use in buildings in the county and the residential sector
accounts for roughly half.

City of Amsterdam
Phasing Out Natural Gas

Photograph by Massimo Catarinella,
distributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 license
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In September 2020, the City of
Amsterdam adopted the Heat Transition
Vision, which sets out the main steps in
the transition to a natural gas–free city by
2040. The plan identifies the best way for
Amsterdam to become natural gas free
and the best heat solution for each
neighborhood. Newly developed regions
of the city are no longer being connected
to the gas grid, and new neighborhoods
are being designed without gas pipelines.
For existing buildings connected to
natural gas, the municipality is looking at
each neighborhood to see how it can
become gas free as quickly as possible.
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Note: These building stock and gas usage percentages were calculated using data provided by BayREN
and the California Center for Sustainable Communities at UCLA as part of the Bay Area Energy Atlas.
According to those sources, building use type and square footage values were derived from multiple
county parcel datasets provided and standardized by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC). There are limitations to the data stemming from parcel data errors and gaps, so these numbers
should be viewed as approximations rather than exact calculations.

The county-wide building stock average percentages hold when drilling down to the
city level for 16 of the county’s 20 cities, as well as the unincorporated areas. Across
three cities—Brisbane, Colma, and South San Francisco—over 30% of the building
square footage is commercial and industrial. The City of San Mateo stands out as
unique in the county, with multi-family residences comprising 80% of building square
footage in the city.
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Electricity Supply and Demand
Peninsula Clean Energy is the default
provider of electric generation for
customers in San Mateo County (20 cities
and the unincorporated areas), although
customers can choose to opt out and
remain with PG&E for their electric
generation. PG&E provides all gas service
in the county, as well as electric delivery,
billing services, and power line
maintenance.
The electricity provided to San Mateo
County residences and businesses is
already largely renewable and carbonfree. Peninsula Clean Energy’s default
offering provides electricity that is at least 50% renewable and 100% carbon-free at
rates 5% below PG&E’s generation rates. Customers can “opt up” to purchase
electricity that is 100% renewable and 100% carbon-free for $0.01 per kWh more.
Peninsula Clean Energy has set a goal to deliver 100% renewable energy to match
demand on an hour-by-hour basis by 2025.
Peninsula Clean Energy currently generates electricity for close to 300,000 customer
accounts in San Mateo County and the City of Los Banos, including 267,000 residential
accounts representing approximately 765,000 residents and 28,000 commercial and
industrial accounts. As of September 2020, the customer participation rate for
Peninsula Clean Energy was about 97% (i.e., about 3% opted out and chose to remain
with PG&E for electric generation).

Peninsula Clean Energy Breakdown by Customer Type (CY 2019)

Source: Peninsula Clean Energy

As part of their emission reduction targets and sustainability goals, 15 cities and the
County of San Mateo have opted to purchase 100% renewable and carbon-free
electricity from Peninsula Clean Energy for their municipal and county accounts. In
Portola Valley, all customers are automatically “opted up” to 100% renewable and
carbon-free electricity, making Portola Valley one of the first towns in California to be
entirely 100% renewable.
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Natural Gas Supply and Demand
PG&E provides all gas service in San Mateo County. California imports nearly 90% of its
gas supply using six large gas lines, mostly from the American Southwest, the Rocky
Mountain states, and Canada.
The tables below show residential and commercial natural gas use in San Mateo
County by ZIP code.

Residential Gas Use in San Mateo County by ZIP Code (2021)
(Sorted by Therms per Customer)

* Data is made available by PG&E by ZIP code. The ZIP code for East Palo Alto,
94303, includes areas of the city in both San Mateo and Santa Clara counties.
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Commercial Gas Use in San Mateo County by ZIP Code (2021)
(Sorted by Therms per Customer)

Customer gas usage data by ZIP code is made available by PG&E pursuant to CPUC
regulations. Some data is not available by city due to CPUC rules for public
aggregation of data, which require a minimum of 100 residential customers and a
minimum of 15 non-residential customers, with no single non-residential customer
accounting for more than 15% of the total consumption. If aggregation is not met, the
consumption is combined with a neighboring ZIP code until the aggregation
requirements are met. Therefore, not all ZIP codes or cities are represented in these
tables.

Electric Homes Aren't New
Electricity has been the primary
energy source in other parts of
the U.S. and in other countries
for many years. Pictured is a
photo from a Westinghouse ad
in the 1950s promoting the
“Total Electric Home.” Today,
nearly 60% of new homes
nationwide are being built allelectric, and 40% have heat
pumps. In California, just five
percent of new single-family
homes have heat pumps.
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End Uses of Natural Gas
Space heating, water heating, and cooking are the most common uses of natural gas
in both residential and nonresidential buildings in California. Among San Mateo
County homes, almost 70% are estimated to use natural gas for space heating and
up to 90% still use natural gas for water heating.

Gas Appliance Use in San Mateo County Homes
270,000 households

In San
Mateo
County
there are

90% use gas water
heaters
65% use gas
furnaces
Over 50% use gas
stoves
25% use gas clothes
dryers

Source: U.S. American Community Survey (ACS) and California
Residential Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS); data provided by
Peninsula Clean Energy. See data table in Appendix C for more details.

Fewer than 5% of homes have gas-powered
pool heaters, spa heaters, BBQs, and/or
fireplaces (for secondary heat)

End Uses of Natural Gas in California Buildings

Source: 2009 California Residential Appliance Saturation Survey, 2006 California
Commercial End Use Survey . Graphic: Bay Area Reach Codes
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While current disaggregated data on commercial natural gas usage in San Mateo
County is not available, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) collects and
inventories California GHG emissions data on an annual basis. Statewide emissions
data illustrate the types of commercial building use that are emitting the most GHGs
from natural gas combustion, and therefore where electrification efforts can have the
largest emission reduction impact, including in health care, food services, and
education. (Note, however that 25% of commercial emissions are from sources that
are not specified.)

Data was obtained using the CARB Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory Query Tool.
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The California Commercial End-Use Survey (CEUS) is a comprehensive study of
commercial sector energy use. The CEC uses the survey to collect commercial sector
energy consumption and end-use profiles.The 2018-2022 CEUS was completed in June
2022. The project was severely impacted by the pandemic, causing delays in all
aspects of the project including the final quality control and posting of the survey data.
The estimated time for availability of data is January 2023.

The History of California's Gas Supply
San Mateo County has some of the oldest oil fields in California, dating back to the
1880s. Initially, the natural gas produced from these oil fields was burned off and a
small percentage of it was used for heating or lighting. But after the discovery of
inexpensive ways to produce lighting, companies began to search for natural gas.
Non-associated gas (gas produced without oil) reached the market as early as 1910,
after the first gas zone in the state was found in the Buena Vista Oil Field in the San
Joaquin Valley. In 1929, the San Francisco Bay Area region was supplied with gas
through a pipeline laid from the Kettleman Hills Oil Field in Kings County. As
demand for natural gas increased across the state, gas exploration in California
increased significantly in the 1940s and 1950s.

The search for new gas fields continued into the 1970s, during which 44 gas fields
were found. Before the 1940s, California had a surplus of natural gas, but due to
growth in both population and industry, demand has outpaced supply ever since.
Natural gas became a primary source of energy in San Mateo County throughout the
20th century because it was abundant and had a relatively low cost of production.
Natural gas was also cleaner than many other sources of energy like coal.
Furthermore, gas fueled many industrial processes and was an important
component of paints and plastics.
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City of Menlo Park and
Menlo Spark

The City of Menlo Park is a pioneering
municipality in the Bay Area for its innovative
and forward-thinking approaches to promoting
building electrification. In July 2020, Menlo Park
adopted a new climate action plan that included
measures for phasing out fossil fuel throughout
the city. The plan sets a goal for the city to reach
carbon neutrality by 2030, the most ambitious
goal of any city in San Mateo County.

Menlo Spark is a local nonprofit helping Menlo Park adopt a suite of building and
transportation electrification measures by 2025 that are vital to reaching the city’s 2030
goal. Its Menlo Park Green Challenge encourages homeowners to adopt sustainable
habits in a competitive and fun way. In July 2021, Menlo Spark published "Gassed Out –
How Building Electrification Now Means a Healthy, Prosperous Menlo Park", a roadmap for
electrification in the city.
In June 2022, Menlo Park announced a
The challenge set forth before us is to follow the
public-private partnership with
lowering cost curves of wind and solar, for heat
BlocPower to electrify 10,000 homes and
pumps, electrical panels, and clean cooking
buildings by 2030. The program will
equipment. We need to build systems and
have an initial focus in Belle Haven, a
processes that center justice, so we address the
DAC designated neighborhood and
least maintained in the most underserved
district along the bayfront most
communities. We need to do so in a way that
impacted by climate change. BlocPower
builds trust with consumers so that they will
welcome us into their homes. Our reward for doing
will establish community advisory
so quickly will be more jobs at large, and more
boards to center Menlo Park stakeholder
comfortable and healthier homes for all, and
needs in program design. An
emissions reductions that meet the science of the
accompanying job training program
climate challenge.
through JobTrain will create local jobs
-Roopak
Kandasamy,
Head of Sales Operations,
while addressing the shortage of labor
BlocPower
required to scale the program.
This partnership is funded, in part, by $4.5 million from the California State budget secured
for Menlo Park by State Senator Josh Becker. In partnership with Menlo Spark, BlocPower
is seeking to raise at least $35 million to finance low- and middle-income electrification
and support programs.
To date, Menlo Park is also the only city in San Mateo County to have encouraged building
electrification through city planning and zoning updates. Menlo Park’s 2016 General Plan
Update for Belle Haven and the waterfront area of the city included policies that require
new developments to use 100% renewable energy, for both electricity and natural gas,
which will guide the transition to electric, fossil-fuel-free buildings.
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The Complexities of Electrification
COMBINING ELECTRIFICATION WITH ENERGY EFFICIENCY, SOLAR POWER, AND
BATTERY STORAGE
While building electrification on its own can be beneficial, the full benefits are realized
when electrification is combined with energy efficiency, solar generation, and battery
storage. However, technological challenges with battery storage, and the time imbalance
between peak energy demand and renewable energy production, continue to present
challenges.
CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE AND MISPERCEPTIONS
Most energy consumers remain unaware of the benefits of and the opportunities for
electrification. Misperceptions persist about quality of electric appliances, the ability of the
electric grid to produce enough clean power to support electrification as a means of
decarbonization, and the climate and health impacts of natural gas. Many electrification
champions are prioritizing consumer education to overcome these misperceptions.
MARKET CONDITIONS
The economics of electrification, the continued pervasiveness of natural gas use in
buildings, and the complexities of the electrification process all present challenges to
widespread electrification. Rebates, incentives, loans, and other creative financing options
are helping to achieve cost parity.
THE CURRENT POWER GRID AND UTILITY STRUCTURE
San Mateo County's electricity grid is threatened by natural disasters, wildfires,
earthquakes, future sea level rise, aging infrastructure, and cybersecurity breaches. The
widespread use of renewable energy, battery storage, and distributed energy systems will
help create a resilient grid, but it will take time to make large-scale change. Utilities also
have an obligation to provide natural gas connections to customers who request them.
TECHNOLOGY LIMITATIONS AND INNOVATIONS
Supply chain issues and technological limitations continue to be a barrier to electrification.
However, innovations in storage technology, microgrid development, and advances in
common household appliances offer potential solutions.
FINDING A SKILLED AND AFFORDABLE WORKFORCE
Residents and businesses wishing to electrify face challenges in finding knowledgeable
and affordable professionals to plan and implement their projects. Organizations are
working across the county and state to meet this need.
IMPACTS ON VULNERABLE POPULATIONS
Electrification has the potential to improve the lives of the most vulnerable populations in
our county. However, intentional plans must be made to invest in these communities, or
the transition to electrification will leave them behind, bearing the increasingly high
pollution and cost burdens of relying on natural gas.
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Combining Energy Efficiency, Solar, and
Battery Storage
The full economic, resiliency, and environmental benefits of building electrification are
realized when combined with energy efficiency, solar generation, and battery storage.
Energy efficiency in design, siting, materials, appliances, equipment, and building
operations can drastically reduce energy use in buildings in all sectors. On-site solar
generation can offset the need to purchase electricity from the grid, while batteries
can store excess energy produced by the solar panels to be used when the sun is not
shining, during times of unforeseen peak demand or during power outages.
In San Mateo County, there is significant rooftop solar potential that can be tapped in
conjunction with building electrification. According to Google's Project Sunroof, an
estimated 91% of roofs in San Mateo County are viable for solar, representing 227
million square feet of roof space, 3,200 MW of generation capacity, and 4.5 million
MWh of electricity generation potential per year (which is 25% more than the amount
of electricity currently used by all San Mateo County customers each year). As of June
2019, there were 6,700 existing solar installations in the county, and that number is
likely much higher today.

Redwood Energy
All-Electric Building
Design and Research

Learn more about Redwood
Energy’s Zero Emissions All
Electric Construction Guide Series
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Redwood Energy is a design firm that
specializes in Zero Net Energy all-electric
multifamily housing. By conducting
extensive research on carbon and
emission-free electric buildings, Redwood
Energy has created in-depth, practical
guides that help homeowners transition
from outdated gas appliances to efficient,
sustainable electric alternatives. It has also
developed a number of affordable
housing units that utilize various types of
energy-efficient technology. Through
these efforts, Redwood Energy furthers its
mission to decrease greenhouse gas
emissions and promote sustainable
buildings for the sake of the environment.
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However, the increase of solar generation in California has also led to a problem that is
visualized as the “Duck Curve.” A graph from Visual Capitalist - Elements of power
production over the course of a day, shown below, highlights the time imbalance
between peak energy demand and renewable energy production. During the day,
solar production exceeds energy demand, and then declines in the evening as
demand peaks. As a result, utility companies and grid operators face challenges in
matching production to demand throughout the day and the resulting efforts can
overstress the grid. Solutions being explored to address the duck curve include
improvements to battery and grid storage capacity, using excess solar power to fuel
other energy generation sources, and using a mix of other renewable sources that can
fill the gap.

Graphic: Omri Wallach, Visual Capital - Elements
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Consumer Knowledge and Misperceptions
In many cases, negative consumer and contractor perception of electrification is still a
barrier that needs to be overcome. Uncertainty, confusion, old habits, and
misinformation exist regarding the benefits of using electricity instead of gas and the
practicalities of making the switch. There is a lack of knowledge among both
customers and contractors about electrification technology—for example, assumptions
that electrical panel upgrades are always required, induction stovetops do not perform
as well as tried-and-true gas stoves, or heat pumps aren’t effective in cold weather.
Customer education programs like The Switch Is On are helping to overcome these
barriers in perception and change behaviors.

The Building Decarbonization Coalition (BDC)
unites building industry stakeholders with
energy providers, environmental organizations
and local governments to assist homeowners
and workspaces in transitioning to clean energy.
BDC’s Clean Building Compass is a guide for elected officials, county administrators,
developers and inspectors with best practices and strategies that accelerate the
development and adoption of clean energy buildings.
The consumer-facing Now We’re Cooking! Campaign educates consumers on
induction cooking and its benefits. The Switch Is On is a broader campaign and
ambassador program funded by the California Public Utilities Commission that is
designed to match people with experienced "switchers" (homeowners who have
already made the switch to electric and act as ambassadors). The program also
manages a searchable database that compiles rebates that are available to
homeowners for switching to electric based on their ZIP code and also identifies
contractors to assist the transition.

Now We're Cooking!
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Market Conditions
Residential Electrification Market Conditions
In the residential sector, electrification relies primarily on the utilization of four
appliances: heat pump water heaters, heat pump space heaters, induction cooktops,
and (when needed) upgraded breaker boxes. Electrifying all of the roughly 270,000
households in San Mateo County would require replacing over 600,000 gas appliances
(primarily space heaters, water heaters, cooktops, and clothes dryers, as seen in End
Uses of Natural Gas), which represents a significant investment. Currently only five
percent of new single-family homes in California have electric heat pumps installed, in
spite of the known benefits and widespread use of electric heat pump technology for
space and water heating in other parts of the U.S. and in other countries.
Without rebates and other financing options to support consumer adoption, the
economics of electrification can still be limiting. The capital costs of electric circuits
and equipment installation can be significantly greater than the costs of reinstalling
equivalent gas equipment on the old gas line and the old exhaust vents. In 2019, the
cost of outfitting an existing home with electric systems ranged from $10,000 to
$50,000, depending on the size of the home.
At its August 2022 Board of Directors meeting, Peninsula Clean Energy shared data on
current median installed costs for electric appliance upgrades. Its incentives and
rebates (see Residential Financing and Rebates) are designed to help achieve cost
parity while upgrading to electric appliances remains more expensive than remaining
with natural gas options.

Median Installed Costs (equipment + labor) for Residential Electrification Upgrades
in San Mateo County

*Based on Peninsula Clean Energy and BayREN data on water heater installations in
San Mateo County and the Bay Area
** Based on BayREN and TECH data
***Based on data from Peninsula Clean Energy HPWH projects with panel upgrades
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In addition, electrification can increase a house’s overall electric demand, prompting
people to think they need an electric panel upgrade. Most homes, even in their
highest usage hour of the year, use only a small fraction of their existing panel’s
capacity. A common 100 amp service can deliver 24,000 watts of power (enough to
power 2,000 typical LED light bulbs and more than enough to power the welldesigned electrification of a home up to 3,000 square feet). A panel-saving “Watt Diet”
or panel optimization approach (the intentional selection of efficient products and/or
use of load sharing devices to reduce overall electricity demand) is key to avoiding the
expense of upsizing electric panels. Electrifying within a house's current amp service
can also prevent overburdening neighborhood transformers.

The Watt Diet

Through electrical panel optimization, also known as the Watt Diet,
homeowners can electrify without upgrading their electrical panel
through thoughtful selection of efficient products or by using load
sharing devices. Redwood Energy provides a “watt diet calculator”
that can help homeowners and contractors determine if a panel must
be upsized in order to electrify the home. The Pocket Guide to AllElectric Retrofits of Single Family Homes provides specific appliance
recommendations and other guidance to avoid panel upgrades,
including examples of 2,000-square-foot and 3,000-square-foot allelectric 100 amp homes.

Watt Diet Strategies from Redwood Energy
Basic strategies for avoiding an electrical panel upsize can include:
1. Selecting appliances that combine two functions into one machine
2. Selecting power efficient versions of the appliances
3. Reducing heat loss and cooling loss by insulating and air sealing
4. Using prioritized circuit sharing devices (that can automatically pause car charging while other
appliances, like the dryer, finish running)
5. Using EV charger pausing circuits (to briefly pause EV charging if many devices are on at once
and the main breaker is at risk of popping)
6. Avoiding overkill in EV charger settings (pick a 20-amp outlet for EV charging, which can
deliver 100 miles of charge overnight, instead of a 50-amp outlet)

EmeraldECO
Residential Electrification
Consultant

EmeraldECO is a Redwood City–based
consulting firm that guides homeowners
through the electrification process. Founded
by long-time environmentalists Eric and
Diane Sweet, the firm has spent years helping
people transform their homes into more
comfortable, efficient, and sustainable living
spaces. Its team of energy analysts and
electrification contractors not only retrofits
buildings, but also assesses construction

projects and provides advice to help them meet California's Energy Code standards.
EmeraldECO’s expertise on all things green energy and construction has helped
many families achieve their sustainability goals.
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Kathleen Goforth, Homeowner
In 2020 Kathleen Goforth, a homeowner in San Carlos, California, embarked on a twoyear endeavor with her husband to fully electrify their 80-year-old home in an effort to
lower their carbon footprint. In the 12 months preceding their full electrification, the
Goforths’ solar panels and Tesla Powerwall (an integrated battery system that stores
solar energy) provided 37%-100% of their monthly electricity needs, depending on the
time of year, while most of their water heating, space heating, and cooking needs
were met by gas combustion.
In their first six
months of full
electrification
(October 2021
through March
2022), their
electricity usage was
approximately
double what it had
been during the
same period a year
earlier, so they drew
from the grid more
often, but with no
gas bill, their average monthly energy cost was
32% lower. Their solar panels and Powerwall
provided, on average, 36% of their home’s total
energy needs through the winter, increasing to
71% by April. Since they opted into Peninsula
Clean Energy’s ECO100 service a few years ago,
their home now runs entirely on renewable
energy even when drawing from the grid.
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In their 2022 10-home electrification feasibility study commissioned by the County of
San Mateo’s Office of Sustainability, electrification consultants Tom Kabat and Josie
Gaillard state that electrification can be cost neutral from day one to the end customer
if:
Available project financing covers the “premium” for electrification over gas
appliances;
The project is paired with rooftop solar; and
Installation costs are competitive.
Given these variables, it can be challenging for individual homeowners to determine
the cost effectiveness of electrifying their property. People may also wonder if they
should wait until the end of life or failure of their current gas appliances before
replacing with electric alternatives, given the lost use and disposal cost of existing
working equipment.
As the industry learns from early electrification projects, the electrification process
should become smoother and cheaper. New planning techniques, like electric panel
optimization, easier-to-install electric appliances, contractor familiarity, and financing
and rebates will all help costs decrease and profitability increase.
Obtaining permits for electrification projects can also be cumbersome and expensive.
Some homeowners have reported that they were discouraged from electrifying
because of the expense and time involved in obtaining city approval. Others have
reported that their contractors urged them to avoid going all-electric in some cities
because of the difficulty and delays in getting permits. The cost of a permit can also be
a disincentive. Building officials enforcing city and county codes requiring
electrification must be brought up to speed, the permitting process streamlined, and
permit fees lowered or waived to encourage electrification. To promote more allelectric installations, some cities, such as Burlingame, have waived the permit fee.

Lessons We Can Learn From Rooftop Solar
Installation costs will come down with volume
Installer training is key to quality and cost
Streamlining permits is key to reducing costs
Stepping down subsidies by volume (instead of time) creates
prompt demand, injects urgency, and imposes discipline on
the installer market
The right financing mechanisms will move electrification
from something only wealthy people can afford to something
most people can afford
by Tom Kabat and Josie Gaillard
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Residential Financing and Rebates
As long as the costs of electrifying existing water heating and space heating systems
remain higher than doing gas-to-gas replacements, financial support through
incentives, rebates, and loans will be important to making electrification economical
for homeowners. The following section outlines some of the financial support that is
currently available.

Information about current financing and rebates for San Mateo County
residents can be found on the Peninsula Clean Energy and BayREN
websites. Rebates and incentives can often be "stacked" or combined.
Appliance Rebate Program
Peninsula Clean Energy rebates for heat pump water heaters and HVAC systems are
offered in partnership with BayREN’s Home+ program to maximize benefits.
Additional bonus incentives are also offered for customers in the California Alternative
Rates for Energy Program or Family Electric Rate Assistance Program (CARE/FERA).
As of October 13, 2022, Peninsula Clean Energy’s Appliance Rebate Program had
issued 299 Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH) rebates.
Home Upgrade Program
The turnkey Home Upgrade Program offers minor home repair, energy efficiency, and
electrification measures, such as installing a HPWH or induction cooktop, to incomequalified homeowners at no cost to them. The measures implemented in each home
vary depending on the home’s needs but include at least one electrification measure
such as an installed HPWH or replacing a gas stove with an electric induction
cooktop. The program was announced September 28, 2021; as of August 31, 2022, 217
homes had been enrolled in the program, 66 installations had been completed, and
32 were in progress.
Zero Percent Financing
In October 2022, Peninsula Clean Energy launched a Zero Percent Financing program
that offers qualified residential customers interest-free financing of up to $10,000 for
projects that include installation of electric heat pump equipment, including water
heaters and HVAC units. The loans range from two to 10 years and are repaid on
monthly electric bills. Customers are able to combine the loan with other rebates
from Peninsula Clean Energy and BayREN.
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The Bay Area Regional Energy Network
(BayREN) is a coalition of the Bay Area’s nine
counties sponsored by the Association of Bay
Area Governments.This network of local
governments partners to promote resource
efficiency at the regional level, focusing on
energy, water and greenhouse gas reduction.
BayREN provides information on rebates and
financing that are available for energy upgrades,
as well as a list of Bay Area energy professionals.
BayREN also provides technical assistance, education and general assistance to
homeowners, businesses, and local governments. Click to learn more about financing for
Single Family Homeowners (rebates) and Multifamily Properties (cash-back rebates and
no-cost financing).

California Energy Commission (CEC)
Building Initiative for Low-Emissions Development (BUILD) Program
The BUILD Program is a residential building decarbonization program that provides
incentives and technical assistance to support the adoption of advanced building
design and all-electric technologies in new, low-income, all-electric homes. Applicants
must be constructing new single- or multi-family homes in which electricity is the
only fuel for space heating and cooling, water heating, cooking, and clothes drying.
The program also requires that the housing lower residents’ utility bills. The program
funds $1,000-$3,000 per bedroom, with a maximum of $2 million per applicant.
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
Self-Generation Incentive Program (SGIP)
SGIP provides incentives to support existing, new, and emerging distributed energy
resources. The program was updated in 2021 to include incentives for heat pump
water heaters that allow pre-heating of water during off peak hours when electricity
use is low. Additional funding was added to the HPWH budget in April 2022.
TECH Clean California was a $120 million initiative designed to help advance the
state’s mission to achieve carbon neutrality by 2045. The goal of the program was to
drive market adoption of low-emissions space and water heating technologies for
existing single and multifamily homes across California. Additionally, 40% of program
benefits were targeted towards low-income and disadvantaged communities.
However, funding for the program ran out far ahead of schedule, due to a higher
than anticipated volume of applications. As of May 2022, funding from the TECH
initiative was exhausted for all single-family projects in PG&E territory.
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California Department of Community Services and Development (CSD)
Low-Income Weatherization Program (LIWP)
LIWP provides low-income households with solar PV systems and energy efficiency
upgrades at no cost. The multifamily program evaluates the feasibility of, and
provides funds for, electrification measures.
Nonprofit Organizations
Organizations like Climate Resilient Communities, Nuestra Casa, and Rising Sun
Center for Opportunity, connect residents of frontline communities in San Mateo
County with resources and funding for home energy and water efficiency upgrade
programs. Supports include outreach, home audits, program application guidance,
and advice.

During the first quarter of 2023, the
Sacramento Municipal Utility District
Sacramento Municipal
(SMUD) will introduce a three-year
program offering zero-interest loans for
Utility District (SMUD)
up to 10 years for residential
Zero-Interest Loans with
electrification. SMUD will guarantee the
Bank Financing
loans and no customer will be denied.
SMUD will handle the panel upgrades and
banks will service the loans. SMUD figures
it will still come out ahead when
the customer can’t make the payments because a lien will be maintained on
the house, and when the house is leased or sold, SMUD will get its money
back. Scott Blunk, strategic business planner for SMUD, expects the program
to sell itself. “It’s the cheapest money they can get and cheaper than paying
$3,000 or $4,000 to get an HVAC system fixed,” he said.
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Nonresidential Electrification Market Conditions
Less than 20% of commercial buildings in PG&E territory use electric heat pumps for
space heating. While some commercial buildings use other types of electric systems
for heating, over 60% still use natural gas.
Electrification in nonresidential buildings faces many of the same market barriers as
residential electrification. Moving from commonly and widely accepted building,
engineering, and design practices to new systems can be challenging, and finding
nonresidential building design and energy professionals who understand and
support electrification can still be difficult. Over time, the commercial design industry
is becoming more aware of new electric products, as seen in the commercial kitchen
space where electric and induction appliances are becoming more common and
accepted than just a few years ago.
Although only a small percent of buildings are over 20,000 square feet, those
buildings emit a significant percentage of the greenhouse gas emissions coming
from buildings. For example, in San Francisco, only 2% of buildings are over 20,000
square feet, but those buildings emit over 50% of building greenhouse gas emissions
in the city. Buildings of this size typically use multizone HVAC systems, made of
multiple heat pump and storage systems with specialized tasks, requiring welltrained engineers to integrate their designs, and highly skilled installers to use tools
and tactics not seen in residential systems.

Rachelle Boucher, Chef

Kitchens to Life
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Rachelle Boucher, a professional chef and
self-proclaimed “Appliance Whisperer”
located in Pacifica, has been a super fan of
electric kitchens for nearly a decade.
Through years of experimenting with
different cooking appliances, Boucher
discovered the innumerable benefits of
kitchen electrification, including lower
costs due to energy conservation,
minimal cleanup, increased protection
against burns and fires, and superior heat
control and cooking power. Now, her
company Kitchens to Life aims to “elevate
the electric kitchens conversation” and
facilitate the kitchen electrification
process to help others achieve not only an
improved cooking experience, but also a
more sustainable lifestyle.
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Nonresidential Financing
For businesses and other commercial entities, both internal and external financing
options that are available for energy efficiency and renewable projects can also be
used to support decarbonization and electrification goals.
Internal financing, involving an organization’s use of existing financial resources to
pay for carbon reduction projects, can be the simplest and most direct method for
funding. Options include Green Revolving Funds and Capital Investment Funds.
External financing, or funding acquired from sources outside the organization, can
give customers the ability to fund carbon reduction projects that may not have
otherwise been possible. Options include Energy-as-a-Service, Green Loans,
Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (C-PACE), On-Bill Financing (OBF), and
On-Bill Repayment (OBR).
C-PACE is an affordable, long-term financing option that is repaid on property taxes
over a period of up to 20 years. Property owners can receive 100% financing of
improvement costs, and projects can be cash-flow positive from day one. No upfront
cash investment is required.
The County of San Mateo’s Office of Sustainability provides a map of PACE providers
(both residential and commercial) by city.
BayREN
BayREN’s Small & Medium Business Program provides resources and incentives for
businesses to upgrade their facilities and reduce energy costs.
Department of Energy
Better Buildings Solution Center
Better Buildings offers guidance on commercial carbon financing. Its Financing
Navigator helps business owners and managers determine which financing options
might work best for their business.
GoGreen Business Financing
GoGreen Business, administered by the State of California, offers owners of small and
medium businesses expert financing solutions to help save energy, decrease
operating costs and increase the value of their property while reducing their carbon
footprint. While the focus of the program is efficiency, and is not limited to electric
equipment, efficient electric options are among the upgrades that can be financed
through the program (including heat pump HVAC and water heating systems, food
service equipment, and others). The program can be paired with any rebate or
incentive program.
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Certification Programs
Several global certification programs provide frameworks or guidelines under which
buildings can achieve energy self-sufficiency and environmental sustainability. For
large commercial spaces, certification programs are helping to drive electrification by
providing additional credits for electric options.
To incentivize passive, net zero
building, Phius certifies
building projects, data for
products and components that
go into those buildings, and professionals who
design and deliver those buildings. The Phius
project certification combines stringent
passive building requirements with detailed
review and quality assurance. Phius has
certified over 7.4 million feet of projects and
works with over 1400 certified professionals.
Project Green Home in Palo Alto is a Zero NetEnergy, Passive House built in 2010.

The International Living Future
Institute’s (ILFI) Zero Energy (ZE)
certification was created to allow
projects to demonstrate zero
energy performance, building an
advanced cohort of projects with
the integrity of third-party
performance certification. ILFI’s
ZE certification is the only
international zero energy
certification.

ENERGY STAR certification for
commercial buildings requires
buildings to meet strict energy
performance standards set by the
EPA to ensure that the buildings save energy,
save money, and generate fewer GHG
emissions than typical buildings. Certified
buildings have lower utility bills, higher
building valuations, higher occupancy rates
and higher rents, and many other benefits.

The My Green Lab Certification
program offers ways that
laboratories can reduce their environmental impact
in 14 areas, including energy, water, waste, and
chemistry/materials. There are five certification
levels based on the percentage of best practices
that have been adopted and the extent to which
they have been adopted.

The WELL Building Standard aims to increase the
quality of air, water, and light using certain design
decisions that keep people connected and improve
sleep, mental health, and work ethic.
Projects looking to achieve this certification earn points for certain
performance outcomes as a result of several policy, design, and
operational techniques. There are four certification levels: Bronze,
Silver, Gold, and Platinum. The program is founded on the
principles of resilience, evidence-based research, technologically
robust practices, customer-focused services, equitability, and
global outreach.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a globally
acknowledged green building certification program that works to provide a
framework under which buildings can achieve sustainability. Building projects
are given the opportunity to improve their LEED rating through earned credits
when they meet standards that address carbon footprint, energy efficiency, water waste,
transportation, materials, health, and indoor environmental quality. LEED consists of
programs that address several fields and phases of building and construction. San Mateo
County’s Municipal Green Building Policy became effective in 2017, requiring new countyowned construction projects larger than 10,000 square feet to be LEED certified. These
projects must meet at least 50 percent of available LEED Energy and Atmosphere points.
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The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) of 2022
The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), signed into law by President Biden in August 2022, invests
$370 billion into clean energy technologies and improvements that can lower energy bills,
make buildings healthier and safer, reduce climate pollution, and prioritize justice and equity.
The IRA employs a number of financial incentives rather than mandating changes.
The IRA delivers new and increased funds for state and local programs to lower the upfront
costs for efficient electric heat pumps, induction cooktops, and upgraded electrical panels and
wiring (along with efficiency improvements like insulation). Tax credits for building retrofits are
available now, and increased incentive levels will go into effect beginning January 1, 2023 and
will be available for ten years. State-run rebate programs will take 12 to 24 months to design
and roll out to customers.
Some highlights from the IRA include:
Direct rebates for low- and moderate-income households
The High-Efficiency Electric Home Rebate Act (HEEHRA) provides $4.2 billion in point-of-sale
consumer rebates to enable low- and moderate-income households across America to electrify their
homes. HEEHRA covers 100% of electrification project costs (up to $14,000) for low-income
households and 50% of costs (up to $14,000) for moderate-income households.
Tax deductions for electric upgrades
The IRA includes tax credits for households, developers, and commercial builders, as well as
production and investment tax credits for U.S. manufacturers of renewable energy equipment.
Performance rebates
The Home Energy Performance-Based, Whole-House (HOMES) rebates will provide $4.3 billion in
incentives to contractors, installers, or home performance companies based on the actual
performance of installed whole-home energy efficiency and electrification improvements.
Residential solar and battery storage credits
The IRA re-ups an existing program allowing tax deductions for households installing solar, and now
includes battery storage systems.
Support for environmental justice
The IRA provides $3 billion in Environmental and Climate Justice Block Grants for disadvantaged
communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, mitigate risks from extreme heat, improve climate
resilience, and reduce indoor air pollution.
Funding for affordable housing
The IRA provides $1 billion in grants and loans for retrofit projects that advance building electrification
and improve energy and water efficiency in affordable housing.

Rewiring America is a national nonprofit focused
on electrification. Its IRA Savings Calculator enables
individuals to estimate the value of rebates and
incentives that will be available based on ZIP code,
homeowner status, and income.
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The Current Power Grid and Utility Structure
Threats to the Current Power Grid
Natural disasters and outages can interfere with electricity supply. San Mateo County’s
electric transmission infrastructure is vulnerable to flooding, rising sea levels due to
climate change, wildfires, and earthquakes. Nearly 60,000 Peninsula Clean Energy
accounts were affected by PG&E power shutoffs in October 2019 alone. Within the next
30 years, the USGS predicts that there is a 72% chance that an earthquake measuring
magnitude 6.7 hits the Bay Area (and a 20% chance of a 7.5 magnitude earthquake).
Aging infrastructure, wildlife,
and cybersecurity challenges
also threaten the reliability of
our electricity supply.
With these threats to our
power grid, electrification
should be accompanied by
renewable energy and storage
technology whenever possible
to enable the transition to a
resilient energy system.

"Will there be enough power?"
Will the electric grid be able to
handle the increased electricity
needs if lots of people switch to
electric homes and vehicles? The answer is yes.
See Peninsula Clean Energy’s Power FAQs here.
The transition to full electrification will take time.
While the grid is updated and modernized to enable
that transition, homeowners wishing to electrify can
employ a "Watt Diet" to electrify without having to
upsize their electrical panel.

City of Palo Alto
Heat Pump
Water Heater
Program
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Palo Alto approved an innovative pilot
program in October 2022 that aims to
install 1,000 heat pump water heaters in
residential buildings within a year.
Residents have the option of paying an
up-front cost of $2,700 or paying $1,500
up front and paying the rest over the next
five years through a $20 monthly fee on
their utility bills. Customers who want to
manage their own installation can do so
and then receive a $2,300 rebate from the
city. The program is slated to launch in
January 2023.
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Map 3: San Mateo County Electric Transmission Lines/Substations and
Effects of Sea Level Rise

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) predicts that failing to
curb anthropogenic emissions will result in an estimated 3.5 to 7 feet rise in sea level by
the end of the century. Map 3 shows the sea level rise projection in the San Francisco
Bay along the San Mateo County shoreline. PG&E electrical transmission lines near the
Bay are shown to be affected by the predicted sea level rise scenarios, 3 feet (yellow)
and 7 feet (orange).
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The Obligation to Serve
Ideally, instead of spending ratepayer dollars on shoring up aging gas lines, PG&E
would be able to help fund the transition from gas to electricity in entire
neighborhoods. After all, doing so would save the utility money, reduce its risks, and
also reduce ongoing energy costs for consumers. But decommissioning gas lines is not
a simple matter. California’s public utility code requires utilities to build new gas
connections when customers order them, and they can’t cut off service to a
neighborhood unless everyone agrees. This “obligation to serve” means that a single
homeowner in a tract of 100 homes can veto the idea.
PG&E has filed an application with the CPUC for funding to electrify 400 buildings on
the campus of the California State University at Monterey. While electrification would
ultimately save ratepayers money, there is currently no clear regulatory or funding
path to enable this project.

David Kaneda
Engineer/Thought Leader

IDeAs Consulting
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David Kaneda is an internationally
recognized expert on designing innovative,
sustainable electrical systems, including
power distribution, lighting and daylighting,
renewable energy, microgrids and EV
charging. Kaneda is also the founder of
IDeAs Consulting, where he leads a team of
green energy experts to design healthy, high
performance zero carbon buildings.
According to Kaneda, working in green
housing challenges him to creatively apply
his skillset to produce innovative solutions
that benefit the environment. Moving
forward, he believes there should be an
emphasis on electrifying old housing rather
than constructing from scratch to save costs
and make green housing affordable for lowincome households.
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Technology Limitations and Innovations
Supply Chain
The difficulty in obtaining new appliances and equipment can be a substantial barrier
to electrification. Faced with the prospect of cold showers after a gas water heater fails,
many consumers will take the path of least resistance and install another gas model.
At least one enterprising all-electric installer in San Mateo County offers “loaner” heat
pump water heaters to its clients when a new one ordered isn’t immediately available.
For residential customers, new battery installations can also take many months due to
current supply chain issues.

Energy Storage
While battery storage is a key component of beneficial and resilient building
electrification, storage technologies still face performance, cost, and environmental
barriers. Batteries use rare metals and raw materials such as lithium, cobalt and lead,
and can present environmental and health hazards if not sourced, disposed of or
recycled properly. In addition, some electricity (about 5% per month) is wasted when
batteries self-discharge (lose energy over time when not in use).
For many commercial facilities, energy storage is a new technology type that is both
complex and diverse. Realizing all of the benefits of energy storage requires a certain
level of education for facility managers and owners. Not all facilities pay utility rates
that allow them to capitalize on these benefits, so financing and investment can
present a challenge, although some storage companies offer no-money-down storage
solutions to commercial and industrial customers.
Additionally, energy storage codes and standards have lagged behind the pace of
technology innovation, leading to lengthy and costly interconnection and permitting
processes. This is especially true for construction in existing buildings. Overall, energy
storage can save and even make money for many types of facilities, but there is
currently limited information available about the range of energy storage solutions,
capabilities, and financing options on the market today.
Today, the most common batteries used for energy storage are flooded batteries, AGM
(Absorbed Glass Mat) batteries, and lithium-ion batteries. Below are the basic costs and
benefits of each of the three types:
Flooded: cheapest, but less efficient and require ventilation as well as frequent
maintenance
AGM: moderate cost, efficient, safe for indoor use
Lithium-ion: most expensive of the three, most efficient, longest lasting
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Peninsula Clean Energy provides recommendations on backup power options
currently available to homeowners and renters (under “How can customers best
prepare for power outages?”). One option is to use energy stored in an electric vehicle
battery to power home devices through Vehicle-to-Home (V2H) technology. Electric
vehicles have large enough batteries to theoretically power a home for several days, if
the energy from the vehicle battery can be transferred into useful home AC power.
In addition to battery storage, there are a number of other physical storage systems
for energy, including hydropower, compressed air, hydrogen and synthesis gas, gravity
batteries, and flywheels. Seasonal thermal energy storage, the storage of heat or cold
for periods of up to several months, is well established in countries such as Denmark.
All of these systems have their own challenges, including costs, environmental
impacts, and technical feasibility at scale.
However, recent breakthroughs in storage technology show promise for providing
reliable and long-lasting energy storage even when renewable sources are
unavailable. A Massachusetts-based company called Form Energy has created new
iron-based batteries that store power for up to 100 hours. Its first installation is slated
to be completed in 2023. Given the abundance of iron on earth, such batteries could
eventually be cheaper than other alternatives like lithium-ion and vanadium flow
batteries.
A breakthrough technology developed in Sweden allows technological devices to
automatically draw from a long-term solar energy storage system that can store
energy for nearly two decades.

Smart Networks
Smart power networks, namely digitized and automated power grids, can monitor
demand and supply in real time to make the best use of available resources. “In the
future, smart grid control will enable us to operate power networks closer to their
maximum limits,” says Gabriela Hug, professor at the Power Systems Laboratory and
Chair of the Managing Board of the Energy Science Center at ETH Zurich.
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Microgrids
A microgrid is a local energy grid with control capability, which means it can
disconnect from the traditional grid and operate autonomously. While a microgrid
generally operates connected to the grid, it can operate on its own using local energy
generation in times of crisis like storms or power outages, or for other reasons. A
microgrid can be powered by distributed generators, batteries, and/or renewable
resources like solar panels.
In addition, the use of local sources of energy to serve local loads helps reduce energy
losses in transmission and distribution, further increasing efficiency of the electric
delivery system. Depending on how it’s fueled and how its requirements are managed,
a microgrid might run indefinitely.
A microgrid not only provides
backup for the grid in case of
emergencies, but can also be used
to cut costs, or connect to a local
resource that is too small or
unreliable for traditional grid use.
A microgrid allows communities
to be more energy independent
and, in some cases, more
environmentally friendly.

Fremont Fire Station #6 Microgrid. Image: City of Fremont

Microgrids can vary by design and
scale, serving a business,
neighborhood, city, college
campus, or hospital complex.

For example, three fire stations in Fremont, Calif., have 40 kW solar PV carports and 95
kWh of energy storage, allowing each station to generate and store its own energy,
and separate or “island” from the grid in case of an emergency. In Dublin, Calif., the
Santa Rita Jail is powered by a
microgrid of approximately 1.5
MW of PV, a 1.0 MW molten
carbonate fuel cell, and back-up
diesel generators, and can
function grid connected or
islanded using a 2 MW-4 MWh
Lithium Iron battery as the only
balancing resource.

Fremont Fire Station #6 Microgrid. Image: City of Fremont
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Electric Appliances for Common Residential Use
The four main gas-using technologies that can be replaced with efficiency electric
alternatives are space heating, water heating, cooking, and clothes drying.
Heat pumps for space and water heating in homes are available today in various
models and price categories and result in major reductions in energy and emissions.
Heat pump water heaters are a decades-old, reliable technology now undergoing a
renaissance in technological optimization for both single and multi-family homes. New
grid-integrated controls on HPWHs allow the utility to shift water heating to times
when electricity demand is low. The 120V heat pump water heater, a game-changer for
the residential retrofit market, is an emerging technology.
Currently available off-the-shelf electrification cooking equipment can replace almost
every piece of gas equipment in both residential and commercial kitchens, offering the
same or better performance.
Heat pump dryers and combo washer/dryers (condensing dryers) are the
recommended technologies for residential buildings.

Induction cooktops cook faster and
more safely and are easier to clean than
gas cooktops

Heat pump clothes dryer

Rheem 120V ProTerra(R)
Plug-in heat pump water
heater

Residential HVAC heat pump
Mini-split heat pump
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Finding Skilled and Available Workforce
Contractors, architects, electricians, plumbers and companies supplying gas
appliances and heating/cooling equipment must become familiar with all-electric
alternatives. While many sectors are attempting to bring employees up to speed, it
can be time-consuming and frustrating to find qualified professionals. In the Bay Area,
consistently high construction costs, including labor costs, add to the challenges of
undertaking electrification projects.
In San Mateo County and across the
state, there are organizations
providing workforce training to
meet the increasing need for
electrification professionals while
providing well-paying jobs to
members of the community.

“The absence of a well-trained and
willing workforce may well be the
most significant barrier to all-electric
buildings.”
- Charles Carmony, Executive
Director, Efficiency First California

Tradespeople
The San Mateo County Union Community Alliance and Local Apprenticeship Programs
offer a Trades Introductions Program that prepares trainees to enter a green
construction career ladder through state-certified, joint apprenticeship training
programs. The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local 617 and
the National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA) sponsor an electrician
apprenticeship program, offered at the San Mateo County Electrical Joint
Apprenticeship & Training Center in San Carlos.
Organizations like Rising Sun Center for Opportunity, located in Oakland, train and
provide work for a young green workforce.

Rising Sun Center for
Opportunity
Oakland
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Rising Sun workforce development
programs specialize in preparing
youth, women, and individuals in
reentry for high-road careers and
green pathways that offer familysustaining wages. Rising Sun’s Green
House Call program provides
assessment, installation, and
education around upgrading
buildings to be more efficient and
sustainable.
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Emerald Cities Collaborative (ECC) is a national nonprofit network of organizations
working together to advance a sustainable environment while creating sustainable,
just and inclusive economies with opportunities for all. Emerald Cities Bay Area was
founded to bring labor and community together to ensure inclusive economic
opportunities in greening Bay Area cities. E
 arly successes included a negotiated
Community Workforce Agreement with the building trades that prioritizes local
workers on affordable housing retrofit projects.
The Inflation Reduction Act significantly changes the tax code to incentivize
companies to invest in energy security, reduce carbon emissions, and increase energy
innovation. To maximize the value of the tax credits contained in the IRA, companies
must follow labor rules that include paying specific workers a “prevailing wage” and
employing a certain number of registered apprentices. These provisions may help
increase apprenticeship offerings in clean energy and construction.

Architects
The California Business & Professions Code section 5600.05 was amended in fall 2022
to require architects to complete an additional five hours of continuing education (CE)
coursework for a total of 10 hours. The new CE subject matter is Zero Net Carbon
Design (ZNCD) and, like the existing requirement, is a condition of license renewal. The
new requirement affects any architect whose license expires after January 1, 2023.
The American Institute of Architects’ California chapter (AIACA), AIA's largest state
chapter representing 11,000 members, actively supports training of architects in
electrification. AIACA advocates for California building code changes that accelerate
statewide electrification and decarbonization. To accelerate progress, AIACA members
also promote reach codes throughout the state by participating in the adoption
process in their local communities. The San Mateo County Chapter of AIA has
partnered with SSMC to present its Green Building Award every year since 2003.

Training and Knowledge Hubs
The TECH Clean California initiative offers workforce education and training through a
centralized Electrification Knowledge HUB. Contractors, installers, architects, and
property managers can learn about heat pump HVAC and water heater technologies,
the benefits of electrification, design and specification information, and the TECH
Clean California program.
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Senate Bill 68, enacted in October 2021, directed the California Energy Commission
(CEC) to gather and develop guidance and best practices to overcome barriers to the
electrification of buildings and installation of electric vehicle charging equipment. The
CEC will develop, publish, and maintain a one-stop web resource for building owners,
the construction industry, and local governments. The first iteration of the website is
planned for release by the end of 2022.

Group 4 Architecture, Research + Planning and the
Burlingame Community Center
Group 4 is a full-service architecture firm based in South San Francisco. The
firm developed the vision, master plan, and design for Burlingame’s 35,700square-foot all-electric Community Center, which opened in June 2022.

Images: Group 4 Architecture

To achieve Zero Net Energy performance for the community center, the
Group 4 holistic and integrated design process included analysis of building
siting and envelope, orientation, roof slope, energy modeling, daylight and
shading, and energy efficiency. The facility includes a rooftop solar PV
system, a building management system to manage and reduce energy
consumption through the lifespan of the building, an integrated building
systems metric dashboard for community education, passive ventilation
strategies, a kitchen with all-electric commercial grade appliances,
sustainable building materials, resilient landscaping and site design, and
many other sustainable features.
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Impacts on Vulnerable Populations
Low-income communities face unaffordable energy and housing costs, higher energy
burdens, exposure to poor indoor and outdoor air quality, and some of the worst impacts
of climate change. Electrification of both new and existing buildings provides an
opportunity to deliver social benefits in terms of decreased energy costs and improved
health for the most disadvantaged populations in San Mateo County and across the
state. People of color, especially black and Latinx people, disproportionately reside in
communities with the highest pollution burdens and vulnerabilities.
According to the CPUC Public Advocates Office and the CEC’s SB 350 Barriers Study,
barriers to electrification among low-income communities include:
Low home ownership rates
Complex financial arrangements for low-income multifamily housing (complicated
paperwork, other hurdles to access programs)
Insufficient access to capital
Building age-related hurdles
Remote community locations
There are also affordability challenges, given the high and increasing costs of electric
rates. Decarbonization has the potential to worsen inequity by unsustainably increasing
ratepayer bills. There is a risk of increased energy bills when switching from gas to
electric, which will disproportionately impact low-income customers. However, the risk
of staying with gas is that gas prices will rise as the pool of gas customers shrinks.
The California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) identifies disadvantaged
communities (DACs) across the state that are disproportionately burdened by multiple
sources of pollution, as well as socioeconomic and health stressors that make them more
sensitive to that pollution.
In San Mateo County, nine census tracts across five cities have been identified by the
CalEPA as Disadvantaged Communities (see Map 4 on page 54). CalEnviroScreen 4.0, a
tool from the CA Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) assesses
the cumulative impact of pollution and socioeconomic and health stressors by census
tract. Higher scores mean higher pollution burdens and population sensitivities.
Disadvantaged communities designated by CalEPA are the top 25% highest scoring
census tracts in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 or previously identified in the top 25% in
CalEnviroScreen 3.0.
These communities, and others in the county, have also been identified by the the San
Francisco Bay Conservation & Development Commission (BCDC) as having high
concentrations of certain socioeconomic characteristics that may reduce one's ability to
prepare for, respond to, or recover from a disaster like flooding. These areas are displayed
in Map 5 on page 55.
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Map 4: Census Tracts in San
Mateo County Identified by
CalEPA as Disadvantaged
Communities (DACs)
As demonstrated in the table below,
the DACs within San Mateo County
are predominantly communities of
color, with twice the percentage of
people living below 200% of the
federal poverty level, twice the rate of
emergency room visits due to
asthma, and five times the
percentage of households that are
both housing burdened and low
income.

Data for the Nine Disadvantaged Communities (DACs) in San Mateo Compared
to the Rest of San Mateo County

City

CalEnviroScreen
# of
Score (Pollution
census Population
Burden and
tracts
Population
Characteristics)

% of
population
that is
people of
color

% of
population
living below
twice the
federal
poverty level

Asthma ER visits
2015-2017, per
10,000

% of
households
that are low
income and
housing
burdened*

East Palo Alto

2

17,459

40

91%

29%

62

23%

Redwood City

2

9,581

44

70%

31%

77

32%

San Mateo

1

7,788

42

86%

45%

51

22%

San Bruno

2

12,188

38

81%

19%

53

22%

South SF

2

7,896

47

89%

36%

61

23%

Total/Average

9

54,912

42

83%

30%

62

24%

Rest of San
Mateo County

147

712,511

15

56%

15%

37

15%

Data from CalEnviroScreen 4.0.

*Housing burden households spend greater than 50% of their income on housing costs.
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Map 5 was created using the Community Vulnerability (2020) dataset, developed by
the BCDC as part of the Adapting to Rising Tides Program. The map illustrates that
many of the "frontline communities" (those disproportionately exposed to pollution
and toxins that affect human health and the effects of climate change) in San Mateo
County are also where there are electric transmission lines vulnerable to sea level rise.

Map 5: San Mateo County Electric Transmission Lines/Substations and
Social Vulnerability to Flooding
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To avoid exacerbating existing social, economic, and environmental inequities,
building electrification efforts in San Mateo County need to intentionally involve and
invest in frontline communities. Otherwise, the transition to electrification will leave
these communities behind, to bear the increasingly high pollution and cost burdens of
continuing to rely on natural gas and a vulnerable energy grid.

At its best, electrification provides major benefits to
our neighborhoods - like cleaner air, safer and
healthier homes, and green jobs. However,
electrification is expensive, and without intentional
thought towards frontline communities, these
neighborhoods will be left behind. These
communities face many barriers in adopting
electrified technology, like the fact that most lowincome families are renters, don't have much extra
income beyond the necessities, and live in homes
much older than average. To truly achieve a just
and equitable transition, putting frontline
communities first is vital.
- Violet Saena
Executive Director, Climate Resilient Communities

Burlington, Vermont
Carbon Impact Payments
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Voters in Burlington, already a leader with
its ambitious Net Zero Energy 2030 plan,
opted in March 2021 to amend the city’s
charter to enable the City Council to
assess “carbon impact or alternative
compliance payments" for residential and
commercial properties that continue to
use fossil fuels beyond a yet-to-bespecified date. The city also has many
incentives in place to encourage
electrification.
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Equity Guardrails
Menlo Spark's July 2021 report, "Gassed Out: How Building Electrification Now Means a
Healthy, Prosperous Menlo Park", is an electrification roadmap for the City of Menlo Park.
The report highlights the extensive community engagement conducted by the cities of San
Francisco, Berkeley, and Los Angeles in their building electrification planning. Community
feedback in all three cities was clear - building electrification policies must be designed to
insure that renters, low-income households, vulnerable business, and marginalized
communities reap the benefits of building decarbonization. In response to this feedback,
these cities developed foundational equity principals for their respective building
electrification strategies. These "equity guardrails" act as the minimum standards that must
be met for any proposed electrification policy to be considered. According to Menlo Spark,
the guardrails fall into the following categories:
1. Access to Health and Safety Benefits: “To ensure that marginalized communities and
those most impacted by climate change have equitable access to health, safety, and
comfort benefits from electrification like cleaner air and cooling for hot days for both
homeowners and renters.”
2. Access to Economic Benefits: “To ensure all community members, especially
marginalized communities have equitable access to affordable funding and financing
mechanisms, and to ‘high-road’ job opportunities.”
3. Maximize Ease of Installation: “To ensure that incentives and programs for the
community provide meaningful support to renters, owners, and marginalized
community members to simplify the process and minimize the burdens of installing
electric appliances by a fairly paid and well-trained workforce. For example, many rebate
programs require residents to pay up-front costs and get reimbursed later, but this
model does not work for many, including low-income households."
4. Promote Housing Affordability and Anti-Displacement: “To ensure upgrades don’t
displace renters or overburden homeowners. Programs should support housing
production, preservation of housing, and tenant protections.”
In the case of the City of Berkeley, policies must meet or exceed the aforementioned equity
guardrails, as determined by the city, before they can be implemented. In each of their
proposed policies in their Existing Buildings Electrification Strategy report, a review of the
equity guardrails has been conducted. These guardrails were used to review each policy to
“identify and mitigate unintended impacts to the community moving forward.” The
implementation of the equity guardrails in Berkeley’s case influenced the timing of
implementation of their electrification strategies. Rather than a strict implementation
schedule, the actions within each strategy have been broken into three phases to lead with
equity.
Phase 1 focuses on “expanding and verifying the cost-effectiveness and equity impacts
identified in the report”.
Phase 2 “increases the stringency of the policies and begins to introduce mandatory
measures, once sufficient supports are in place”.
Phase 3 “finalizes the move towards all-electric buildings through mandatory
measures”.
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Looking Ahead: The Future
of Building Electrification in
San Mateo County
What Can Residents Do?
Homeowners
Learn about options by exploring the the Resources in Appendix B and talking with friends
and neighbors who have electrified their homes.
Consider electrification at moments when it would be most cost effective - when purchasing
or renovating a home; when replacing an old air conditioning unit, furnace, and/or water
heater; or when installing new air conditioning, solar panels, batteries and/or an electric
vehicle charger.
Consider getting a home energy audit.
Weatherize with insulation and block leaks in doors and windows. Doing so will help
determine how much clean energy is needed, without overpaying for excess, unnecessary
power.
Talk to an energy ambassador who can serve as a guide through the process. They are
available through the Campaign for Fossil Free Buildings in Silicon Valley. The Building
Decarbonization Coalition is currently recruiting ambassadors as part of its The Switch Is On
campaign.
Check The Switch Is On, BayREN, PG&E and Peninsula Clean Energy to learn about rebates
and incentives, some of which can be stacked.
Beginning in January 2023, the Inflation Reduction Act will make many more incentives and
rebates available, beginning with tax credits, which are likely to come first.
Spread the word. Tell friends and neighbors about the benefits of electrification and show
them what it’s like to live in a clean, safe home powered by renewable energy.

Renters
Choose clean cooking. Use a portable
induction cooktop as a substitute for your
gas stove. Borrow an induction cooktop for
two weeks at no cost through the PG&E
Induction Cooktop Loaner Program. One
can purchased for under $100.
Use renewable energy. Opt up to Peninsula
Clean Energy's ECO100 plan.
Explore ways to reduce energy use.
Talk to the landlord about incentives and
rebates available for multifamily housing.
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What can municipalities do?
In concert with county, state, and federal
efforts, local jurisdictions have the opportunity
to drive building electrification across San
Mateo County. Each jurisdiction should
understand the makeup of its own population
and building stock (e.g., square footage in
different types of buildings, how many
residents face disproportionate energy
burdens) in order to understand the
challenges that exist to electrification and the
possible solutions.

“Government normally feels
that slowness is part of
prudence. We’re facing a
problem where that’s not the
fact. While it’s normally
prudent to go slow, we are
not in a normal situation
anymore.”
- Tom Kabat, Menlo Spark

Here’s how city and county policymakers in
San Mateo County can help lead the way.
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Short-Term Actions: Lay the Groundwork
for Electrification
Promote the Benefits of Electrification
Build local support for electrification by addressing misconceptions and building a
positive narrative around the transition away from fossil fuels. Promote the many
short- and long-term benefits of electrification and help residents and businesses
understand and access the incentives, rebates, and other programs in place to support
their electrification projects. Educate the public on regulations that will go into effect
in the next several years in the Bay Area and throughout the state, including bans on
the sale of gas-powered appliances and vehicles. Explore partnerships like the pilot
project between Menlo Park and BlocPower to help homeowners and businesses
overcome the barriers to electrification.

Bay Area Reach Codes is a joint effort of
several Bay Area Community Choice
Aggregators (CCAs) and county
Bay Area
governments that provides model reach
Reach Codes
codes for building and transportation
electrification. The existing building model
code includes a full menu of options for cities to choose from, including endof-flow requirements, time-of-replacement mandates, and time-of-sale
disclosure requirements.

City of Berkeley
Natural Gas Ban
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The Berkeley City Council adopted the
country’s first full ban of natural gas
connections in new buildings, effective
January 1, 2020. There are limited
exceptions to the ban, and all buildings
with exceptions must be built with
electrical infrastructure that has sufficient
capacity for full building electrification in
the future.
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Adopt and Update Reach Codes
The California Energy Commission (CEC) updates the statewide Building Energy
Efficiency Standards (Title 24) every three years. The 2022 version of Title 24 was
adopted on December 14, 2021 and will go into effect on January 1, 2023. The next
iteration will come out in 2025 and will increasingly favor electrification, onsite solar
generation, in-house storage and reducing the demand for gas.
With each update of the statewide energy code, cities and counties have the
opportunity to adopt local building codes more advanced than those required by the
state, which are known as "reach codes".
Cities may also choose to adopt municipal code amendments that transcend the
building code cycle and can be adopted indefinitely. For example, municipal
ordinances for gas pipe bans adopted by cities like Half Moon Bay are permanent and
do not need to be updated.
Reach codes adopted by the cities during the 2019 code cycle will expire at the end of
2022 and will need to be re-adopted, with the new energy code taking effect in
January 2023. Most cities in San Mateo County adopted reach codes for new
construction during the 2019 code cycle, so electrification advocates are now
encouraging cities to consider requirements for existing buildings alongside reapproval of their reach codes for new construction. Several Bay Area CCAs, including
Peninsula Clean Energy, joined forces with local counties, including San Mateo County,
to recommend model reach codes and electric infrastructure requirements for the
2019 code cycle. The model codes, which include recommendations for existing
buildings, are available from Bay Area Reach Codes.
As of November 1, 2022, most municipalities in San Mateo County with reach codes
from the prior cycle had begun the renewal process, and a few new cities had adopted
reach codes. The following cities were advancing code updates or recently adopted a
reach code as of publication (see Appendix A for more information):
New construction: County of San Mateo, Atherton,** Belmont,** Brisbane,
Burlingame, Colma, Daly City, Half Moon Bay,** Hillsborough,** Menlo Park,*
Millbrae, Pacifica, Portola Valley,** Redwood City,* San Bruno,** San Carlos,* City of
San Mateo and South San Francisco.
Existing buildings: Portola Valley & City of San Mateo. Menlo Park, Pacifica and San
Carlos are slated to develop policies in 2023.
* Reach code renewals completed
** New reach codes for cities that did not have a prior reach code
The California Energy Codes & Standards program tracks adopted energy ordinances
across the state.
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What’s in the 2022 version of California's Title 24?
Title 24 contains mandatory requirements that apply to all buildings,
performance standards that vary by climate zone and building type, and
alternatives to performance standards (a set of prescriptive packages that
provide a recipe or checklist compliance approach).
The 2022 update to Title 24:
Encourages electric heat pump technology for space and water heating
Single-family homes—heat pump water or space heating standard
Multifamily homes—heat pump space heating standard
Businesses—heat pumps standard for schools, offices, banks, libraries,
retail, and grocery stores
Establishes electric-ready requirements for new homes to position owners
to use cleaner electric heating, cooking, and EV charging options whenever
they choose to adopt them
Extends solar and introduces battery storage standards to high-rise
multifamily, hotel-motel, retail and grocery stores, schools, and others
Strengthens ventilation standards to address indoor air quality
The standards apply to substantial upgrades to existing homes and businesses.

The Efficiency Maine Trust is the administrator
for programs to improve the efficiency of energy
use and reduce greenhouse gasses in Maine. The
trust serves all sectors and all regions of the state.
Its suite of nationally recognized programs
provides consumer information, discounts, rebates, loans and investments for highefficiency, clean energy equipment and strategies to manage energy demand. The
trust is a quasi-state agency governed by a board of trustees with oversight from
the Maine Public Utilities Commission.
In 2013, the Efficiency Maine Trust began offering rebates on cold-climate, air source
heat pumps. Since then, Maine’s homeowners and businesses have installed more
than 60,000 high-performance units to displace their use of heating oil and propane
(cutting greenhouse gasses by 60% for every BTU they produce). Following several
years of 25-30% annual sales growth, in 2019 Governor Janet Mills introduced
legislation establishing a goal of installing 100,000 more high-performance heat
pumps in Maine homes and businesses by 2025 and securing funding
commitments to help achieve this goal. Since then, the rebate level doubled and
sales rocketed to a 100% increase year over year.
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Midterm Actions: Create the
Framework for Electrification
Create a City Roadmap for the Transition to
Widespread Beneficial Electrification
A city roadmap lays out an energy vision with clear goals and local actions that can be
taken to reach those goals. According to guidance from C40 Knowledge Hub, a city
roadmap can align with national policies, establish platforms for collaboration within
and outside city government, and attract private investment. An energy roadmap
should also be connected to a city’s climate action plan. Key stakeholders should be
engaged in the design process.
Creation of a city energy roadmap can include the
following:
Understand the local context - Including demographics,
trends, economic and social drivers, financial conditions
and regulatory powers, and vulnerable populations.
Analyze data on energy use in the city - Fuels and
equipment used, sector and end-user demand, behavior
patterns, building stock information.
Lead by example - Electrify municipal buildings,
particularly HVAC; assess and identify which municipal
buildings are best suited for conversion and promote a
high-profile project.
Identify ways to target building energy use Implement policies to reduce building energy demand
and promote electrification.
Ensure equitable and affordable access - Create a plan
to protect vulnerable populations and support the
transition to clean electricity for lower-income groups,
while achieving building electrification as quickly as
possible.
Develop partnerships and collaborations - Connect
appliance electrification upgrades to other programs
and policies that target health, energy poverty, and job
creation; explore pilot projects and strategic
investments with an equity focus.
Identify funding sources
Set zero-carbon emissions targets, aiming for 100%
clean energy.
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Climate
Smart
San José
Climate Smart San José is
one of the first detailed
city plans to reduce
greenhouse gas
emissions and address
climate change. In
November 2021, the San
Jose City Council set an
aspirational goal of
community-wide carbon
neutrality by 2030,
thereby accelerating
Climate Smart. Climate
Smart identified the
electrification of
buildings as a strategic
focus, leading to the
development of Electrify
San José: Framework for
Existing Building
Electrification, a plan to
encourage and
incentivize electrification
of homes and businesses.
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Set Policies to Support the Transition from
Natural Gas to Electricity
Enact Policies Identified in a City
Roadmap
Local policies to restrict gas expansion and
accelerate electrification vary based on local
context. Cities should prioritize the unique needs
of low-income and historically marginalized
groups while providing a clear and decisive shift
away from fossil fuel use in buildings. Cities can
work with PG&E to identify areas of town to
electrify first in order to avoid having to perform
aging gas line maintenance and replacement.

BayREN Policy
Calculator Tool
BayREN offers a Policy Calculator
that local governments can use to
estimate and visualize the
potential energy and greenhouse
gas (GHG) impacts from a suite of
policy options for electrifying the
existing single-family housing
stock in their municipalities.

Cities can consider enacting a building performance standard (BPS), which would set
energy and emissions reduction targets for building owners to meet over time.
Building performance standards require property owners to report energy or emission
use intensity (EUI) and set requirements for incrementally more stringent reductions in
EUI over time (generally a long period of time with intermediate reporting and
compliance periods). BPS models typically include incentives and financing to help
with building upgrades, along with financial penalties for noncompliance.

City of Chula Vista
Building Energy
Saving Ordinance

In support of the Chula Vista’s (Calif.) Climate
Action Plan, the city adopted the Building
Energy Saving Ordinance that will enhance
market transparency for building efficiency by
making energy performance data available to
existing and prospective owners and lessors.

Building performance standards make the most sense in large commercial, industrial,
and multifamily buildings, and in jurisdictions that have sufficient nonresidential
building stock and staff capacity to make the program effective. However, State
Senator Josh Becker has signaled interest in introducing legislation to create a
statewide building performance standard, which would require improvements in
energy efficiency and reduced greenhouse gas emissions over time from large, existing
commercial and residential buildings, similar to BPS laws in New York, Washington,
and Colorado. A statewide building performance standard program could provide IT,
rule-making, and help desk infrastructure, thereby lowering the costs of
implementation and enforcement at the local level.
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City of
Brisbane
Building
Efficiency
Program

In its Brisbane Building Efficiency Program (BBEP)
program, Brisbane, Calif., has set energy and water
efficiency requirements for buildings over 10,000
square feet. Annual benchmarking requirements
began in 2021. Starting in 2023 for commercial and
2024 for industrial and multifamily residential, and
repeating every five years thereafter, buildings will
need to show that they are high performing or
taking steps to improve.

Encourage or require the replacement of natural gas
appliances at various trigger points
One way to begin to tackle the electrification of existing buildings is to encourage or
require the electrification of natural gas appliances at times when a resident or
business would already be required to seek planning or building permits from the city.

Upon replacement or renovation
Gas furnaces and water heaters have a useful lifespan of 10 to 20 years, meaning only
5-10% of those appliances are replaced annually. The time of appliance replacement or
home renovation is the most cost-effective time to switch from natural gas appliances
to efficient electric alternatives.
Several San Mateo County municipalities have revised or are considering revisions to
their reach codes to apply to substantial remodels in addition to new construction.

At other major milestones in a building’s life cycle (point-of-sale or lease)
Some cities, including Berkeley, Piedmont (Calif.), and Denver, have enacted
requirements for energy assessments or disclosures at the time of listing or selling a
home or other building.

Code compliance
While code compliance itself does not drive electrification, increasing code compliance
will augment the effectiveness of policies like those described above. Permits are
required for many energy efficiency improvements, including hot water heaters and
HVAC systems, but permit evasion remains an issue in many jurisdictions. Cities such
as Davis, Calif., and Minneapolis have enacted code compliance policies that inspect
permit and renovation history and charge fees for non-compliance. These have shown
to increase permitted work significantly.
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Find Ways to Simplify and Accelerate the
Electrification Process for Building Owners
One of the current hurdles to electrification is the complexity of the process, from
planning to execution. Municipalities can encourage electrification by simplifying the
process in various ways.
Adapt existing state-mandated expedited review requirements and resources for
use with electrification projects, such as a submission requirement checklist that
must be completed for expedited processing.
Support staff training on electrification technologies so that staff are well equipped
to review electrification permits and inspect projects.
Provide pre-application resources to help customers provide complete and
accurate permit applications. Resources could include guidance on panel
optimization so that more residents can electrify on their existing infrastructure.
Identify electrification projects early in the permitting process through guidelines
or checklists, dedicated applications, or electrification selection options on standard
applications.
Establish permit fee parity between electric and natural gas equipment, or provide
discounted or waived permit fees for electric technologies to signal a preference for
electrification.
Develop standardized application requirements, application and plan check
processes, and inspection guidelines for common electrification technologies.

City of Copenhagen
Carbon Neutral Capital 2025

Photograph by Karen Vesterager
distributed under a CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 license
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In 2011, the City of Copenhagen adopted
an intensive plan to become carbon
neutral by 2025. Along with requiring all
new buildings to meet stringent energy
efficiency standards, the plan notably
includes energy savings incentives to
drive at least 33% of residential and 46% of
commercial buildings to be retrofitted by
2025. The plan includes an emphasis on
incentivizing and educating toward
building retrofits and policy participation
on a voluntary basis.
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Long-Term Actions: Fully Embrace An AllElectric Future
Establish a Date to End Gas Flow to All Buildings
Consider adopting a long-term goal for decommissioning all gas infrastructure,
which would serve as a clear signal to homeowners, businesses, and the market that
electrification is a municipal priority.

City of Half Moon Bay
End of Gas Flow

In February 2022, Half Moon Bay
approved an ambitious new reach code in
the city’s bid to meet local and state
climate change targets. The reach code
requires new construction to be allelectric moving forward and fuel gas lines
to be capped/decommissioned in existing
buildings by 2045.

Participate in County and Statewide Collective Action
Individual municipalities have the ability and opportunity to impact the lives of their
residents and drive electrification at the local level. However, collective action at the
county, state, and national level is needed to create the regulatory and market
conditions for large scale equitable electrification.
Areas for collective action include:
Advocate for policy changes that can make electrification easier and more costeffective, particularly at the neighborhood level, such as changes to the utilities'
obligation to serve and the rules dictating how funds can be allocated for gas
infrastructure.
Support the increase of accessible electrification funding and financing programs.
Promote utility rates the fairly reflect the current and future societal costs of gas
(internalizing external costs) along with affordable and equitable electricity rates.
Conduct pilot projects and share outcomes to help improve the electrification
process, highlight best practices, and lower cost and other market barriers.
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Conclusion
As we await the influx of funding from the federal Inflation Reduction Act and
California’s ambitious clean energy initiatives, we are on the cusp of what promises to
be an electrification revolution that will transform the way we live and work.
Eliminating natural gas from homes and workplaces will improve safety and health,
usher in countless new job opportunities, and pump millions of dollars into local
economies. The speed of this transition will depend on how quickly the public
understands the benefits of electrification and how rapidly suppliers, plumbers,
electricians and contractors learn new skills. Its success will depend on the inclusion
of people of all income levels. Right now, all signs point to California as being the
leader of a clean energy transition that will lead the rest of the country to a
sustainable future.
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Appendix A
Reach Code Progress in San Mateo
County Municipalities
As of November 7, 2022, 15 cities in San Mateo County and the County itself had adopted reach
codes, and two cities (Atherton and Portola Valley) were pending. Foster City and Woodside
had not adopted reach codes.
Reach codes are ordinances adopted by local governments that exceed and enhance the
current version of state's Building Energy Efficiency Stan
See https://localenergycodes.com/content/adopted-ordinances for current information on
adopted reach codes across the Bay Area.
Atherton – Pending: All-electric for new construction and substantial remodels with
exemptions for cooking and fireplaces. Introduced ordinance 10/19/2022.
Belmont – All-electric new construction with exemptions for some commercial uses. Applies to
remodels greater than 50%. Approved 6/14/2022.
Brisbane – All-electric new construction for single-family homes and low-rise multifamily
buildings. Allows exemptions for cooking appliances but requires pre-wiring for electric
readiness. Approved 11/2/2019.
Burlingame – All-electric new construction with exemptions for single-family projects for gas
cooking, fireplaces and outdoor cooking, as well as gas cooking for commercial restaurants.
Also applies to large residential renovations where more than 50% of the value of the existing
structure is being remodeled, provided that the remodel includes a new HVAC system and
kitchen appliances. Approved 7/6/2020. Updated ordinance eliminating single-family
exemptions approved 11/7/2022, pending Second Reading.
Daly City – All-electric new residential and non-residential buildings with exemptions for 100%
affordable housing buildings, commercial kitchens, and laboratories. Approved 4/27/2021.
East Palo Alto – All-electric new residential and commercial buildings, with exceptions for
affordable housing, and commercial kitchens. Approved 10/6/2020.
Half Moon Bay – All-electric new construction, and requires fuel gas lines to be
capped/decommissioned in existing buildings by 2045 (first “End of Flow” requirement for
citywide gas service). Approved 2/5/2022.
Hillsborough – All-electric for residential new construction on space and water heating; other
gas uses are exempt. Approved 5/9/2022.
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Reach Code Progress, continued
Menlo Park – All-electric new construction for residential and nonresidential buildings but
exemption for cooking appliances in low-rise residential buildings. Approved 9/10/2019. Fees
waived for permits on electric heating or appliances replacing gas in existing buildings.
Approved 9/2022.
Millbrae – All-electric new residential and commercial buildings with exemptions for
laboratories, restaurants and gas cooking/fireplaces. Approved 10/27/2020.
Pacifica – All-electric new residential with exemptions for gas cooking and fireplaces and
nonresidential. Public agencies providing emergency services and nonresidential kitchens are
exempted. Approved 11/12/2019.
Portola Valley – Pending: All-electric new construction and some remodels. Commercial
kitchens can seek exemption. The code will include water recycling and many sustainability
provisions, and a requirement for 2-way (heat pump) Air Conditioners for remodels. Existing
building electrification is slated for further consideration in 2023. Introduced ordinance
10/12/2022.
Redwood City – All-electric new construction for commercial and residential buildings, with
exceptions for multiple specific building types such as laboratories and affordable housing.
Approved 8/24/2020.
San Bruno – All-electric new construction. Approved 10/11/2022.
San Carlos – All-electric new construction and remodel greater than 50% with some exceptions.
Approved 1/25/2021. Updated to 2022 and scheduled January 2023 study session for
electrification of existing buildings on 10/10/2022.
San Mateo – All-electric new residential and office buildings. Adds additional requirements for
rooftop solar and electric vehicle charging. Approved 8/27/2019. A recent Update requires allelectric new construction, electric-readiness and heat pump water heaters during residential
remodels, and prohibits gas pool heaters or outdoor appliances for remodels. Approved
11/7/2022.
San Mateo County – All-electric new construction with gas appliances for outdoor use and prewiring requirement. Exceptions allowed for commercial kitchens, labs, emergency centers and
general infeasibility. Approved 2/11/2020.
South San Francisco – All-electric new residential buildings and remodels greater than 50%.
Exceptions for large multifamily and nonresidential construction. Approved 6/9/2021.
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Appendix B
Resources
Fossil Free Buildings of Silicon Valley resource and fact database
About Electrification
Why Electrify?
The Switch Is On
Learn More about Electric Appliances
The Truth About Induction cooking (video)
About Induction Cooking
Heat Pump Water Heaters
Heat Pump Space Heating
Clothes Dryers
How to Electrify
A Pocket Guide to All Electric Retrofits of Single Family Homes
How to electrify without upsizing your utility service
Inflation Reduction Act Calculator - Estimate How Much Money You Could Receive
Clean Energy For All
Redwood Energy’s Zero Emissions All Electric Construction Guide Series
Find a Contractor
Contractors that install electric appliances
Find a Contractor
Resources for Local Jurisdictions
Bay Area Model Reach Codes
Best Practices Guide for Streamlining Electrification Permitting
Home Electrification Toolkit
C40 Knowledge Hub—Climate Action Planning Guide
C40 Knowledge Hub—Create a City Roadmap for the Renewable Energy Transition
C40 Knowledge Hub—How to embed equity and inclusivity into action planning
Resources for Industry Professionals
All Electric Design
Building Electrification Technology Roadmap
Building Decarbonization Practice Guide
Ecosizer
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Appendix C
Additional Data
Number of Households in San Mateo County Using Natural Gas
by Use Type and Household Type
Space
heating

Water
Clothes
Cooktop
Heating
dryer

Pool
heater

Spa
heater

BBQ

Secondary
Heating:
Fireplace

Single
family
owned

115,917

134,954

98,962

56,241

5,860

1,851

11,593

5,727

Single
family
rented

31,685

45,774

27,567

8,756

N/A

1,047

1,935

171

Multifamily
rented

24,489

47,246

17,631

2,936

N/A

N/A

1,926

55

Multifamily
condo

3,166

11,562

5,971

1,138

N/A

N/A

176

183

Mobile
homes

2,477

2,982

2,268

1,316

N/A

N/A

33

N/A

TOTAL

177,735

242,518

152,398

70,388

5,860

2,897

15,663

6,136

Source: U.S. American Community Survey (ACS) and California Residential
Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS); data provided by Peninsula Clean Energy.
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Appendix D
Sources
Introduction
California Energy Commission, Energy Research and Development Division, "The Challenge of Retail
Gas in California's Low-Carbon Future," April 2020.
Executive Order B-55-18 To Achieve Carbon Neutrality, September 2018.
Executive Order N-79-20, 23 September 23 2020.
Taylor, Gabriel, interview with Terry Nagel. 5 October 2022.
What Is Building Electrification?
Lee, Mina, and Sherri Billimoria, "Eight Benefits of Building Electrification for Households,
Communities, and Climate," RMI, 29 March 2021.
Environmental and Energy Study Institute, "Beneficial Electrification: An Access Clean Energy
Program," https://www.eesi.org/electrification/be.
May-Ostendorp, Peter, "Electrify Natural Gas for Carbon Reductions and Load Flexibility," Xergy
Consulting, 21 August 2018.
Alvares, Jose, "Heat Recovery in Chillers and Their Link to Decarbonization Goals," July 2022.
Electric Buildings Are Healthier and Safer
UCLA Fielding School of Public Health, Department of Environmental Health Sciences, "Effects of
Residential Gas Appliances on Indoor and Outdoor Air Quality and Public Health in California," April
2020.
Pacific Gas & Electric, "Learn about the PG&E Natural Gas System,"
https://www.pge.com/en_US/safety/how-the-system-works/natural-gas-system-overview/natural-gassystem-overview.page.
Office of the State Fire Marshall (CAL FIRE), Fire Hazard Severity Zones,
https://osfm.fire.ca.gov/divisions/community-wildfire-preparedness-and-mitigation/wildland-hazardsbuilding-codes/fire-hazard-severity-zones-maps/.
PG&E, “Explore Our Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Map,” https://www.pge.com/en_US/safety/howthe-system-works/natural-gas-system-overview/gas-transmission-pipeline/gas-transmissionpipelines.page.
USGS, Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States,
https://www.usgs.gov/programs/earthquake-hazards/faults.
Electric Buildings Can Be Less Expensive to Build and Operate
Billimoria, Sherri et al., “The Economics of Electrifying Buildings,” RMI, 2018.
Electric Buildings Can Be Resilient
Fields, Spencer, "How Much of My House Can I Run on a Battery – and for How Long?" Energy Sage, 15
February 2022.
Stacey, Tom, and Ying Xie, "Electric Cars Could One Day Power Your House – Here's How to Make It
Happen," 15 November 2021.
Davis, Lucas, "How Many U.S. Households Don’t Have Air Conditioning?" Energy Institute Blog, U.C.
Berkeley, 15 August 2022.
Decarb Nation, Issue 1, Building Decarbonization Coalition Blog, 20 September 2022.
Muoio, Dave, "Backup Generators Fail at Northern California Hospital During Record-Breaking Heat
Wave," Fierce Healthcare, 8 September 2022.
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Sources, continued
Building Electrification Is Good for the Environment
Peninsula Clean Energy, 08-09-21 Meeting Agenda Packet, Executive Committee of the Peninsula
Clean Energy Authority.
Peninsula Clean Energy, "Heating and Air Conditioning,"
https://www.peninsulacleanenergy.com/heating-and-cooling/.
Department of Energy Energy Saver, "Air-Source Heat Pumps,"
https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/air-source-heat-pumps.
Energy Star, "2021-2022 Residential Induction Cooking Tops,"
https://www.energystar.gov/about/2021_residential_induction_cooking_tops.
Ferrar, Kyle, "People and Production: Reducing Risk in California Extraction,",Fractracker Alliance, 17
December 2020.
Center for Biological Diversity, "Fracking in California: Nine Questions and Concerns,"
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/campaigns/california_fracking/faq.html.
Office of Governor Newsom, "Governor Newsom Takes Action to Phase Out Oil Extraction in California,"
23 April 2021.
California Energy Commission, 2019 California Residential Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS).
DNV GL, 2019 California Residential Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS), EM&V Stakeholder Quarterly
Meeting, 22 September 2020.
EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalency Calculator, https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gasequivalencies-calculator.
Building Energy Use in San Mateo County
California Energy Commission, "2022 Building Energy Efficiency Standards Summary," August 2021.
Peninsula Clean Energy, Power Mix, https://www.peninsulacleanenergy.com/power-mix/.
Peninsula Clean Energy, Community Impact Report: Clean Power, Lower Rates and Community
Investment, 2020.
Peninsula Clean Energy, 2020 Integrated Resource Plan, 1 September 2020.
Bay Area Reach Codes, "2022 Reach Codes Initiative" presentation, 15 February 2022.
Combining Electrification with Energy Efficiency, Solar, and Battery Storage
Project Sunroof data explorer, June 2019.
Market Conditions
Redwood Energy, A Pocket Guide to All Electric Retrofits of Single Family Homes, April 2022.
Redwood Energy, A Pocket Guide to All Electric Commercial Retrofits, April 2022.
Peninsula Clean Energy, 08-25-22 Meeting Agenda Packet, Executive Committee of the Peninsula
Clean Energy Authority.
Gaillard, Josie, and Tom Kabat, "Affordability of Building Electrification" presentation, 17 March 2021.
Peninsula Clean Energy, "Peninsula Clean Energy Offering New Zero-Percent Loans, Rebates for
Electric Home Upgrades," 17 October 2022.
Blunk, Scott, Sacramento Municipal Utility District, interview with Terry Nagel, 27 September 2022.
Itron, Inc., California Commercial Saturation Survey, prepared for the California Public Utilities
Commission, 26 August 2014.
The Inflation Reduction Act
Smedick, David et al., "The Inflation Reduction Act Could Transform the U.S. Buildings Sector," RMI, 31
August 2022.
Elliott, Nicole M., and Timothy Taylor, "The Inflation Reduction Act's Labor Rules for Energy Tax Credits
and Carbon Capture," Holland & Knight, 29 September 2022.
Evans, Megan, "Inflation Reduction Act: Limited Funding for Workforce, But Not Enough," National
Skills Coalition, 19 August 2022.
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Sources, continued
The Current Power Grid and Utility Structure
Peninsula Clean Energy, Power On Peninsula, https://www.peninsulacleanenergy.com/energyresilience/.
USGS, Frequently Asked Questions, https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/what-probability-earthquake-willoccur-los-angeles-area-san-francisco-bay-area.
National Ocean Service, 2022 Sea Level Rise Technical Report,
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/hazards/sealevelrise/sealevelrise-tech-report.html.
San Francisco Bay Conservation & Development Commission, Community Vulnerability Mapping,
https://www.bcdc.ca.gov/data/community.html.
Technology Limitations and Innovations
Lin, Janice, "Five Benefits of Energy Storage: The Holy Grail of Energy," Facilities Net.
Crownhart, Casey, "Long-Lasting Grid Battery," MIT Technology Review, 23 February 2022.
ETH Zurich, Powering the Future, Globe Magazine, No. 3/2022, https://ethz.ch/en/news-andevents/globe.html.
McDiarmid, Heather, "Residential Heat Pump Water Heaters as a Climate Action Measure for
Waterloo Region," McDiarmid Climate Consulting, 2022.
International Microgrid Symposiums, Santa Rita Jail Microgrid, https://microgridsymposiums.org/microgrid-examples-and-demonstrations/santa-rita-jail-microgrid/.
Miller, Alexi, and Cathy Higgens, The Building Electrification Technology Roadmap (BETR) Summary,
New Buildings Institute, January 2021.
Finding Skilled and Affordable Workforce
Cormany, Charley, "The Biggest Barrier to Electrifying Buildings is Not Technology," Efficiency First
California, 30 January 2021.
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